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Now carry out the differentiations (a-2-p2), once, twice,
thrice, &c., upon I0(ut), according to the formula (97) above,
and the de,elopment (112) immediately results. This is the
most direct way of obtaining the V formula. And, just as
we derived it from the C formula by the second circuital law,
so we may derive the C formula from that for V by a similar
process, using the first circuital law.
(19). The Waves of V and C due to Initial Charge or
Momentum at a Single Place.
§371. We are now in virtual possession of the complete
tail formulre arising when electrification spreads and when
momentu::n spreads. First, let there be the charge Q initially
at the origin, which may be any point in a cable continuous
both ways. Then, at time t later, the voltage and current are
V = _Q._£ - pt (p + u)I0 [':(v2t2 - x2)1],
v
2Sv

(121)

C = ½Qt·£ - pt( - c:J I0 [f(v2t2 - x2)1}

(122)

Similarly, let there be initially momentum P at the origin.
Then at time t later the current and voltage at x are
C =�cPt(p- u)I0 [':.(v2 t2 -x2)1],
t·
2Lv

(123)

V = ½Pu-Pt(-!:_) I0 c�(v2 t2 - x)i],

(124)

dx

v

The last pair can be written down from the first pair, by
interchanging V and C, P and Q, L and S, R and K.
Observe that the spreading of current due to initial charge
and the spreading of charge due to initial current take place in
precisely the same way, (122) and (124). Dut the charge due
to initial charge and the current due to initial current do not
behave similarly, because of the change of sign of,,. in passing
from (121) to (123).
If we superimpose two distributions of electrification, one
given by V = V 0 , constant on the whole of the left side of the
origin and up to distance x = ½a on the positive side, the other
given by V = - V0 on the whole of the left side except from
the origin to the distance x = - }a, the result is simply V = V0
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along distance a at the origin itself, or the charge SV0a.
Keeping the last constant, say Q, and decreasing a indefinitely,
the result is a finite charge Q at the origin only. The waves
of voltage and current which arise from it are therefore given
on the positive side by the difference of the waves arising from
the two uniform distributions of V before described, which
neutralise one another save at the origin. In this way the
solutions (121), (122) for a point-charge are derived from
(109) and (111), or (115).
But the following way is interesting. We know that
C = c qxc0 , if C0 is the current impressed at the origin. Take
00 = ½PQ ; then C0 is due to the charge Q impulsively intro
duced and dividing into two equal parts at the origin. Therefore
(125)
C = ½Qcq"'p l = !Qvqc qz g_= -½Q1,�(cqxf!_),
qv
qv
dx
This is done by introducing qi,fqv, and then noting that the
fir-t q is equivalent to - d/dx.
Now the function in the brackets is already known. For
J..=E-pti o 'ut), and
qv

E- qxE_=E-p tf0{u(t-x�/v2)½} , (126)
qv

by (59) and its extension in § 367, before done, equation (91)
leading to (101), or (105) to (109). So (125) produ�es (122).
The voltage formula to match may be derived thus,
1

V = (�+�J1) c = (R+Lp)½Qv c qx!!__
qv
r... + l:,p
t
x =
q
p
=·__g__ (p + p + u) c !!_ _9__ E - (p + u)1a{u(t2 -x2/v2)1}, (127)
9i- 2Si•
2Sv
which is (121).
Knowing the voltage and current due to initial charge or
momentum at a single point,· we can at once write down the
integrals expressing the voltage and current arising from any
given initial states of voltage and current. But we do not
want them at present.
The Waves of V and C due to a Steady Voltage Impressed
at the Origin.
§ 372. Now let us tackle the more difficult problem of the
waves of voltage and current generated by a steady voltage
impressed at the origin. It is the combination of resistance
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with leakage that makes thic; case complicated. But it must
be done, to complete the investigation . If e is the steadily
impressed voltage, started at the initial moment, we have
V=eE- 4zl=H-pt(cosh -shin )(x/i-)(p2 -u")•. EPt, (128)
hy making Ept . the operand, and separating. even and ,odd
powers of x. Here the cosh operator contains only integral
powers of p, and the potence of p is therefore p. So
'J.
xj )(p -cr)1(p 2-cr2)1}it •
V=eE-pt{cosh (x/i·) (p2-rr)I- shin (2v
z
i
-cr2)1
(
(129)
A part bas been algebrised. In the rest, the shin operator
divided by the radical involves even powers of p only. Also
1 1 er• - 1.l .8uo t u" - .
_.)I E t_
-p {1- -:;-} pf (180)
(pi - er
- p2 -2.4p' --2.4 . 6p6 '" (' J
-by the binomial theorem. Algebrising, we get
p

= pj �t -½ �\ � -e1) -� � (Epi -es) - , ..f)
l
2 .4 p•
p•
1. .8
1. 1
+ � ell + l �e, +... l, (181)
=pE (1-u"/p2)1 +p
4
2
2
.4
1
p
. p
.6 p
where e,. = sum offirst n + 1 terms of tPt. A point to be noticed
in the above that in (180) we introduce pp-1• The differen
tiation should be done afterwards, as in (181). Let
u"
1. 1 o•
1. 1.8 o(182)
Uo = 1-z-+- e2+-- - e,+ .. ,;
2
2.
2.4. 6 p6
p
4. p4
ihen by ( 180), (181),
( 188)
(p2- u")½ EP = Ep v (RK)1 + pU0.
Now when the shin operator works on this, the potence of
p is p again on the first term in (138) on the right side. So a
second part is algebrised. Putting the two algebrised parts
together we shall obtain ec TX, where r = (RK)t. Therefore
•
(129) becomes
u"- p'J. x9
ptpx
}u0,• ( 184)
=eE
- er -{ 1----+...
•

{½ �

pt

8

t

!

-T.];

'T

·

V

-or, in a more convenient form,

�

v

. ..},
V=ec n -ep£-ptf::.u0 -x3U,+��lr
v' � v6
�

(185)
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where the U's are time functions, of which the first is as in
(132), whilst the rest are derived from it by
(136)
Un= (a-2- p2tUo,
It is quite easy to derive U,., because 712en = p2e,._2• Thus, to
illustrate, first (u2 - p2)"1 = u2n , and then,
(cr2-p2)e4 = er2e4 p2e2 ,
(u2 - p2)e2 = u'e2-p"',
2
2
(a-2 - p )'e2 = u'e2-2u p',
( er2 - p2)2e4 = er4e4 - 2cr2p2e2+p4 ,
4
2
6
2
2
(u - p ) e2 = u e2 - 3u p ,
(er2 - p2)"e4 = er6e,- 3er4p2e2 + 3er2p4,
&c., &c. So wo have
l<T2
1.1. 3 u' •
,2
er +l2, 4 " (er2e,-p') +2 4 6 4 (ue,-p2e2) + ... } '
{�
U 1 = a-2
;
. . p
. p
2
er2 ( ere
,
2 ')
.
1
er
l
4
2 - 2per
U 2 =� 2 er +-2.4 p2
p'
1. l. 8 er'( er ,
• •
e,- 2er Pe. + P ) + " · } ,.
+ 2.4 • 6 p'
'
and so on. I regret that the result should be so complicated.
But the only alternatives are other equivalent infinite series,
or else a definite integral which is of no use until it is evalu
ated, when the result must be the series (135), or an equivalent.
one. In it, the term e c rx represents the steady state, all the
�est ultimately vanishing.
As regards the wave of current, there are several ways of
obtaining it. The one analogous to the above goes thus :C = (K +Sp)½cqXe = �E- pt(P - er)½E _(p2 _ q2r,:/v Ep
Lv
p+er
R+Lp
-

8

{j_

t

•

X

½

e - t(p-er)(cosh-slnn)-(p2
=-er2).
E p

Ept,

(137)
(p.2 - er.2) s ,
i·
Lv
by first making Ept the operand, and then introducing
(p- er)/(p-er). We now have the potence of pin the shin
operator divided by the radical equivalent top. This algebrises
a part. For use with the cosh operator, we have
2
.i. er
1. 3 er4
pt
(p•-a-2) -i Ept =pl (1 +2])2 + 2.4_11+ ...) E
Ept -e2) + ...
= ! ( Ep - l) + ½ �\
p3
p
= EPt( p2- er2)-; - 1
- ,11
,v 0,
t

(138}
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1.3cr•
1. 3.5o-6
cr1
Wo=1+1
)
(l39,
2�e11+-2 4-,e,+'> 4 60,s+... ,
�- •
p
• p
p
Using (138) in the previous equation (137), we see that the
potence of p in the cosh operator on the first part is again p ;
and as regards the rest, we have a series of functions derived
from WO according to
W.,.=(cr2-p2)"W0 •
(140}
So, finally, putting together separately the parts independent
of th·e time, we obtain
C=e(�)\,........ _M_-ptp-cr {wo -� W1+� W2_··· . (141)
}
R
Lv p
1·2 [:
v
(!
where

4

As before with the U functions, the W functions are easily
developable.
Analysis of Transmission Operator to Show the Deforma
tion, Progression and Attenuation of Waves.
§ 373. I shall now explain another way of algebrising the
operational s.>lutions, which is, perhaps, the simplest possible
in the ideas concerned, and also sometimes in the execution
thereof. Say we require to find the wave of voltage generated
by impressed voltage at the origin; that is, V=E-qze, where e is
a given function of the time. Practically, e is suitably selected
to ease the work. As an example, in passing, take
e= e0cPtI0 (crt),
(142}
where e0 is constant (zero before, steady after t=O). We can
see at once that
V= e0E-ptJ0{cr(t2 - x2/v2)t},
(143)
because we have already found the effect of E on the function
in (142). See (126) above.
Now, in the distortionless case, when cr=O, if also R=O,
K=O, we have q=p/v. Therefore, if e=f(t), we have
V=E-pzJ•j(t)=f(t-x/v),
(144)
by Taylor's theorem operationally considered. That is, the
voltage impressed at the origin travels out at speed v without
any change whatever.
But if there is resistance, and also leakage to balance, so
that er= 0 still, then qv= p + p, and
(145)
V= r'l"'e=rlzfve-pz/ve= cPx/»f(t-xfv),
-qz
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Thus the disturbances impressed at the origin now travel
out at speed v and attenuate according to c-Pt in the interval,
because t = x/v is the time of transit from the origin to x.
At the same time the wave of current is C = V/Lv, the current
and transverse voltage being in the same phase and in con
stant ratio. This is the beginning of the theory of the dis
tortionless circuit, which I recommend every electrician to study
in full detail, as an introduction to electroniagn�tic waves in
general, since it casts light in the most obscure places. It
allows us to understand electromagnetic waves mathemati
cally not merely as a collection of formul!B, sometimes dis
agreeably complicated, but in terms of physical ideas of
translai;ion, attenuation, distortion, absorption, reflection, and
so on. I beg to refer again to the portions of Chapter IV.,
Vol. I., which are devoted to the subjecii of waves along wires.
It is obvious that an electrician who aims at telephony through
very long cables by methods which violate the conditions
under which it is possible, is only wasting his labour.*
There are only two ideas concerned in (145), viz., the pro
gression of the wave, and the uniform attenuation which
occurs by absorption in transit. If rr is not zero, there must
be a third process involved. This is the partial reflection that
occurs to every part of a wave in transit, whereby its parts are
redistributed, or the wave shape is deformed or distorted. It
follows from the distortionless theory that when rr is not zero,
we still have propagation at speed v, and still have the attenu
ation factor E - P 1 • It therefore suggested itself to me that in
2
2
E-:-'l"e = E -pt£ - (p -u /x/v Epte,
(146)
the operator containing p should be expressed thus,
2
½
E-(p -u•) xjv = E-pxf�F(p-1),
(147)
• This refers to the proposal of Jlfr. W. H. Preece, in his paper at the
Liverpool (1896) meeting of the B. A., "Electrical Disturbances in Sub
marine Cables," printed in full in The Electrician, September 25, 1896,
p. 689. llfr. Preece seriously proposes, for the furtherance of long cable
telephony, to bring the two conducting leads as near together as possible,
eepara.ted by a piece of paper, in fact. This will reduce the inductance to
a. minimum, and increase the permittan�e to a. maximum. Both results
are entirely a.ntagoni,;;tic to telephonic transmission in long cables. Is
there a. single electrician, theoretical or practical, who will support Mr.
Preece ! However, the paper is not more remarkable than some of his
previous ones on the subject.
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where F(,r1) is a series in rising powers of p-1, having unity
for its first term, because when cr=O, F=l. Say,
(148}
F=l+F1 (cr/p)+F,J(cr/p)2+F8(cr/p)3+ ... ,
so that
V= c•<ire=e-P 1e-P·•1•(1 + F/'.: +F�t + ... 1e. (149}
p
JJ
If this is possible, the algebrisation will be immediate.
First carry out the operation F. This will effect the rear
rangement of parts. Then carry out e-fJZlv. This will do the-
translation. Finally, the factor e- pt will attenuate properly�
It does not appear from the operator in (146) that the
expansion in inverse powers of p is a natural one. But it.
goes well. The F's are simple functions of x, of which the
first three are
crx'
cr\c'
Fa = crx
(150),
F,=-,
.
-+ -8v'
8v 48t-"
How to obtain these will be explained separately. Supposing_
them known at present, we can show the working of (149).

)1

Three Examples. The Wave of V due to impressed
Voltage, va�ying as e-Pt, e-Ktfs, or steady.
§374. The simplest case is eeP1= e0 , or e=e0e-P1. Then·
(cr/p)"l is the same as (crt)"/1� so the F series is algebrised.
Then the next operator turns t to t1 , if t1 means t - x/r.
Therefore,
V =e0 E - pt 1 + crt1F1 + crt!F• + crt�Fa+ . . . }
(151\r
@.
l¥
expresses the complete wave of voltage. Or,

{

r: 2

V =eoE- pt f 1 + crt(1 - �)CTX + 1 (1 - .::_) crx• +. --}· (152),
l
vt 8v'
vt 2t·. �
Observe that V has the same value at the wave front as at
the origin, at any moment. This is because we have chosen
V at the origin so that it shall be so. The natural attenua
tion from origin to wave front is e- pt, when t = x/v, and this
is just the law assumed for the variation at the origin. In
the distortionless case the curve of V is a straight line all the
way up to the front, where V drops to zero suddenly. But it.
2
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is not generally a straight line, even when ,V is the same at
the extremes. It is easy to see that if e subsides faster than
-€-pt, the voltage at the wave front will be greater than at the
origin; and conversely, less.
Next, let e be constant, zero before, steady after t=0, then
we have to integrate ePt once, twice, &c., according to (149).
Thus,
V=ee- pt {ePt1+F/:(ePti - 1) +F2� (ePt1 - 1 - pt1)+ ... }, (153)
p"
p
where we have put t1 for t, as before explained. Collect
together the terms involving eP11 ; that is, ePt e- P "'1". Then
V=ee-px/u{l + F1 + F2cr2 +. ··}
p2
p
-t{
CT ,
cr2,
e 2+ ... } , (154)
e +Fs-:
-ee P F1CT-+F,r---;c2 1
CT

3

p

p

p"

where e'n means the sum of the first n+ 1 terms of eP1�.
This is an alternative form of the solution (135) above . We
.conclude that
c rx=e- Px/v{l ;- F1CT/p+F2cr2/p2+ ... },
(155)
so (154) may be simplified to this extent. When CT= p, then
r=O; therefore,
e""'/"=l+F1+F2 +F8 f- ... =�F,
(156)
smce
.
F10=1.
As a third case, let eePt = e0e"t , where e0 is constant. Then
.e=e0c KtJs, subsiding according to the natural leakage law.
We have now to integrate e"1 in (149), instead of ePt. That
is, instead of (153) we have the following:V=e0e-pt {e "t1 + F1 (e "t1 -1)+F2 (e"t1 -1- CTt1) +. .. } ; (157)
.or, collecting the terms involving e"t1,
V=e0e -Kt/S e - <rx/v f1 + F1+ ... ) - e0e -pt{F1 + F2e1" + . . . } , (1:-8)
u
f
l
where e",. is now the sum of the first n+1 terms of e"li.
But use (156). Then in the first portion of (158) we have
E- pt e 1 2::F=e -Ktfs,
"t
and therefore
V=e0 e-Kt/S - e.e-, t{F1+F2ei"+ F3e2"+.·.. }.
(159)
This is an alternative form of the solution (115) of the same
problem.
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An important reduced case is <F=p, or no leakage.
=e, and is steady. We get
V =e-ee-a-t{F1 +F111"+Fh"+., ,},

Then
(160)

If we desire the . expansions to be entirely in rising powers
of 1- x/i-t, like (152) in fact, then the operand &t or �t should
be expanded first, and rntegrated term by term. Thus instead
-0f (153) and (154) we shall get
9
p"·t/ p"ti ...
V=ee-P, [l+pt1+-+-+
�
�
upt/ up2t13
ux
t+
...
+
+ 2v (<F 1 � -� �
u2x2 u2ti'J u'Jpt/ u2p2ti•
+
+ .) +
+ 2(
(161)
....
+ � ---i_:r- ..
Sv
Now rearrange in powers of t1, and we obtain

)

J

.e_

V=e E-p•[1 + (1-�) (pt+ ut"x)
2n
vt
!2(1- �) 2 (p�t + ptutux +u2t2 " � ) + .. •]. (162)
vt
2v
sv�
�
This is when e is constant. And in the other case, instead
-0f (157) or (159) we obtain

+

2

2

V=e0 -Pf1+(1- :�J<Ft(l+
e

;:)

2

+-•·],

2
1 +u x + <F x�t )
+ ! (1-�)
(168)
�2
vt
\
21J Sr
•
..
where e0 is constant. It follows from the previous equation
by changing e to e0 , and putting p=u inside the square brackets.
Expansions of this sort, which are so easily obtainE.d, and
in a variety of cases, are useful in calculating the initial stages
of the development of waves, whether due to impressed force
or to an initial distribution of charge or current. It is not
<lesirable, t:hen, to exhibit the e-rz term sep:trately.
2

u2 t2 (

Expansion of Distortio::i. Operators in Powers of p- 1•
§ 375. In the method of § 874 we require the expansion of
2
the operator e- (p2 - a- )!x/v in powers of p-'. This is obtainable
by expanding it in powers of <F2 • Simplify by removing the
-signs. Put -x/v=y, and-u 2 =s2• Then, by Taylor's
Theorem,
(164)
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if D means d/ds2, and we puts= 0 in the differential coefficients
after they are developed. This process will be found to be
very laborious, owing to the rapid elongation of the expres
sions for the differential coefficients, several of which are·
required before the law of the expansion can be recognised.
But the waste work can be avoided by observing that differen
tiation to p2 produces the same result as differentiation to s2 ;.
that is, D may signify d/di. Then we see that s2 may be
put = 0 in the operand before the differentiations. That is,
·A= E,2D EYP= 1 +s2 d ' + s[�• ( d 2)' + . . . EV
}
'Ji,
dp
s2 d
1 s2 d s2 d
={ +
l 'l.p dp + � 2p dp 2p .dp + ... } E .
There is now no waste work, and the result is
2
A=EvP{l +s•y + �(8 (1 2p � 2p
yp
1 (S2!J)S(· - 3
3
) + ... } ,(164B)
+- ,1 --+@_ 2p
'!J/1 '!J'p2
where the function in the {} contains p inversely only.
If we interchanges and p we shall obtain another expansion
of A. Numerically considered, if one is convergent, the other
is divergent. But we are not guided in our choice of the form
(164B) by that consideration, but by its having p in the denomi
nators, so that the integrations can be at once carried out as
in § 37 4. Besides, we cannot use the other form of expansion
in our application, because s2 has to be negative then, which
causes failure. What is important here is to recognise the
law of formation of the coefficients of the powers of s2 /2p.
We obtain the rule by observing how a differentiation witl1
respect to p derives any term in the expansion from the
preceding one. So if we write
2
w{ 2y l (sy) 2 11• +-1 (s-2y) 31,+
•
A=E 1+s-+... } ,
(1G4c)
2p � ,2p
l� 2p
.
we shall obtain r8 , r4 , &c., by this simple process:1
3
3
�
3
12
15
1
15
6
4
30
90
45
1
105
105
10
60
5
315
840
15
1
420 945 945
105

{

P

YP

!!)

2

!_)

y
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H almost explains itself. We start with the coefficients in r2 ,
uncl multiply them by 8, 4, 5 respectively, producing the
second line, and add them as shown to produce the coefficients
in r3 • These, again, multiplied by 4, 5, 6, 7 and added on,
produce the coefficients in r4• A.nd so on. Thus
15 15
10 45 105 105
6
--+-,
r8=1--+---_-, r4 =1--+s
JJY p"y2 7J"y p'y4
PY 'J-l"Y" p"y"
&c., &c. Guided by this rule, we can see that the expansion
(16-!c) is really a series of II,,. functions. See equation (8)
§ 336. For, by that formula,
e"V
ePY
(
1
H i (py) = --, H�(py) =--, 1 - (164D)
,
o..-,,y)'
PY
(�"l'Yl
ancl so on. This inakes
1
s2y
1 (s2y) 2
A=Or.py) H_,+- H!+- - H11+ - ---=---- H21+ • •.
'2p
�2p
@_2p
(165}
I3ut the above numerical process is sufficient.
Call this B.
'\Ye also require the expansion of A./(p" + s2
Then working in the same way, we shall get B by (164A), pro
Yided we use the operand e /p instead of e . The result is
e
8 y
1 2 2
1 (s"y)" + ... . (166)
- r8
B=- l+-?·1+ - - r2 +p
2p
� 2p
� 2p

)

(i"'/)s

!{

}

t

YP

{

(s y)

YP

2

}

YP

As a verification, derive the A series (164c) from the B series by
differentiation to y. Comparing the two series, we see that
the series for Bp is obtained from that for A by shifting all
the r functions one term to the left.
Kow, in the application, for y put - x/v and for s2 put - ir.
Then A. and B are expressed by
<

2

)
x
e_ tT":r \+ l3�(2cr v)\ +... )l,

-r_pz _ a'l)iiri:/2·= E -pxfv{l+ lT J; + � (
2p v
2p c

2

p

2

(167)
- (p2 - a2 lrJv
E - t,rx/v
,:r2x
2
1
<T
2
x ) r0 + ... , (16b'J
_<_���- = -- {1+-r1 +- (2pv
}
__
� 2pi(p2 _ <F2)i
p
where
,.1

=I+�'
px

(169)
y
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&c. All signs are now positive in the r functions. Finally,
if we arrange in powers of a/p, so that
2
<J'
A=e -px/v{ l+F1-+F2u-2 + ... ,
p
p

}

B = e -Px1•(1 + G/�:+ Gt+ ... ),
p

p

p"

(170)

then the F's and G's are functions of x only, given by

Example.

The Current Wave due to Impressed Voltage
e0e-Kt/S at the Origin.
§ 376. It is with the expansion B that we are concerned
when dealing with the wave of current generated by impressed
voltage. For the current due to e at the origin is
-q
E :,;
E-q:,;
1
C = (K + Sp)--e=� + p- u)-e
Lv
qv
q
2 - <r2)lx/v
(p
- pt
- pt
=�-(p-a-) E
e ePt =_e_(p-u)Be ePt. (173)
2
Lv
Lv
(JJ2 - u )·½
This is developable by the B expansion in the same way as
the wave of Vin§ 374. One case will do to illustrate. Take
eePt =e0e6t, where e0 is constant, so that the voltage impressed
at x=O is e0e-Kt/S, such as would arise from the initial distri
bution of "transverse voltage V =2e0 on the whole of the left
side of the origin. Then we may put p/(p-u) for e6t in the
operand, and produce
. .,, eoe-pt
oe -pt - x/•{1 uG u2G
(174)
U-= -- BJ) = e--E
p
+ - I+·p2 2 + · • • } ,
Lv
Lv
p
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which develops at once to
- pt
<rt 2
CTst a
C=�{ l+<Tt1G1 +-,-1 G2 + 1 Gs+••· ;
18
}
Lv
�
�

(175)

or, in terms of x and t,

2
<rx2
CT <r 2
£ p
) + ···}·
C= l!o - t {1 + <Tt(l - :) X+ t (1- :·) (!+_!_
Lv
vt 2v �
vt 2 22� v•
(176)
'This is an alternative form of the compact solution (101).
We conclude that
t
(177)
1 +<Tt1G1 + <r /G.+ ... =lo{<T(t2 -x2/v2)1}.
'2

L.

Since the sign of x may be changed, the coefficients of all the
odd powers of x must vanish in (176) and previous equations.
We might, in fact, have started using cosh qx imtead of c'lz.
We may also interchange <rt2 and - u2x2/v2 in (177), or ut
and iuJ:/v. This makes uti become iu(t + x/v). But for the
reason just mentioned i,r(t - x/i·) will do as well. That is iut1 •
So by (177),
.
u2t?
<rt/
(178)
+ ..• ,
1 + CTt1G1 +-G.+ ... = l +<rt1!J1 + --!12

12

!�

where the G's are known functions of x, as above, whilst the
g's are functions of t instead. They are obtained from the
functions of x by turning �Jv to t/i, and then multiplying by
i, i"'A, &c., for 91, 92, &c. Thus, by (172),
3ut u8t8 l
ut
l (o·t) 2
° { 79)
+
9=- +
s=
91 = 2•
•
2 :F2'
g -22:2 2"!3
So in the expansion (175) we may substitute these g functions
of t for the functions G of x. This is a very curious change.
The modified form· of solution arises directly in another way
of developing solutions, which will be referred to later.
To put connected matters in one place, it may be mentioned
here that if we arrange the solution (175) in terms of powers
of CTJ.·/v as they occur in the G functions, we shall obtain the
form
<TX
l ux 2
eo€ -pt ro<rt
l
C =-{ ( 1)+-I1(<Tt1)+ - (-) r.(uti)+ ... . (179A)
Lv
v
�v
J
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Compare with the expansion (99), § 367. That is also
arranged in powers of cr.r/v, though only even powers. But
it is the P functions of u-t that occur there, whilst now we
have the I functions of ut1, or a-(t-x/r).
Collecting identities conveniently for memory, writing t for
crt and x for crx/v, we have
2
2
P e-x(p2-l)i=I{
(179B)
o (t -x )1}
2
(P - l)i
x2
=Io(t - x)+xl1(t - x)+_:_l,(t-x)+... (179c)
x2

a;4

t) - ... ,·
=P0 (t) - - P1 (t)+ -P,(
2 2
2'

2 ,1

•

(1790)

and in these the signs of x and t may be changed. Also, by
interchanging t and .ri,
t
=P0 (xi) + � P1 (xi) + �P.(:l'i) +...
(179E)·
22
22,p •
t2
=Jo (t+x)+tJ1(t+x)+ -J2(t+x)+ ..., (179F)
�
in terms of oscillating functions, where the signs of x and t
may be changed.
Value of (p 2 - cr2)"lo(u-t) when n is a Positive or Negative
Integer. Structure of the Convergent Bessel Functions.
§ 377. In the method of developing the complete wave of
curr.ent from the formula for the current at the origin followed
in § 367, we had occasion to use the expression (Ji2 - rr2)"'l0(crt),.
and its result in terms of Pm (crt), m being positive and integral.
It may be asked how things work out when m is negative and
integral? It happens that a comparison between two of the
forinulai previously obtained furnishes the answer, so that it
is worth while indicating the result in passing. We found
in §367 that
•
2 2
E - {p2 - rr2J½x/v 1 (
2
(180)
0 crt)=Jo{r:r(t - x /v )'};
and previously, equation (BG), § 354, that
• � '=Io(<Tt).
(p ir)
Now in the last, turn a-2 to cr2 (1-x2/v2t2).

(181)
Thus,
2

= I (t
/v2) ½}.
(p• - er• J'u•x•/ l'" t'i o{u- • - x

( J 82}
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Comparing the last with (180), we see that the resultant
functions are the same. Of course, on the left side of (182),
t explicit is treated as a constant. Now we can easily make the
operand on the left side of (182) be l0(ut), as in (180). Thus,
l.(ut)
p(p'-cri-l
p
(l8H)
2}i =
•x•1 r2(
u
t
u2,c /c"t"l..f
(p' - er+ crx'/i-2t')1 -1+
--1+
{
2
p• -er J
l
1, - cr•
by using (181) again. So
lf'x2/i-2t }-!
X
2-u2f l (u t),
(18-!)
I0 (crt) = cosh-(p
{1 +-.'--'.
0
i·
p -u
where we put cosh for exp because the resultant function is
.even as regards .1-. :Now expand. Then
2

2

{1 +_!_ ;(p2-u2) ;-_.!:_(!._)'(1,2 - u')2 + ···}Io(ut)
�
V
2V
�
-{l lu'x'( 2-u•)-i+ l .3u''.c'(·p-cr
2
•)-•
IJo(ut), (185)
----J
22 2 v t4
- - 2v2 •p
t

So, comparing similar powers of

.i·,

we see that

2

n
(186)
I._ (u'-p')"lo(ut)=} 2 ('!___) "(1P-u2)-"lo(ut),
(
) 2t
�
�
which shows the relation required. For we know already that
_!_ (u'-p2)"P0 (ut) '.:, (�)�"P,.(ut)
,
(187)
2
(�)2
J�n
this being equivalent to (97). Therefore, equating the right
members of the last two equations, we obtain

t2'<
in

(p2 -u')--P0(ut)=--P,.(ut),

(188)

when n is a positive integer. 'l'lrn;, wl.ilst (p2 ci')" leads to
P,,, its reciprocal leads to t.,.P,., n being positive in both cases.
There are very likely easier ways of getting (188). The
interesting thing in the above is the way it comes out from
such very dissimilar operational solutions as (180), (182). To
verify our constants, take n = 1. Then
u' u•
u'
u2t2 u't'
....
--P (rrt)= (-+-+ ...) ( l+--+-+
(189)
)
2• �'4'
p• p'
p• -er 0
This is easily developed in th� way done before many times,
and the result is (u'f/(?)P1(ut), in accordance with (188). On
the left side of (185) we have differentiations only, on the right
side integrations. only.
-
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As regards harmonisation with the vanishing of (p2 - <T2)!P0 ,
which seems to assert that a repetition of the operation
(p 2 - u2}1 will still produce 0, whereas (p2 - <T2)P0 is really
- ½u2Pi , that is easily done. What (p 2 - u2iP0 really repre
sents is the impulse pl; so a repetition of the operation
produces
er•
(p2 -u2)lpl=p 2(l-<T2/p2)1=p 2 x --• P1 = -f<T2P1 , (190)
2p
the third expression being got by algebrising the second
through the binomial theorem.
It is worth pointing out here that these P functions furnish
the readiest way of exhibiting the structure and connection of
the Bessel functions. Thus, let D mean d/dy. Then
-1
1
1
1/
y2
if' =1 +- +-2+ ... =1 +-·-+-+.... (191)
gv l:D
�[!_ ��
Therefore, if y stands for (½<Tt)2, ,Ye haye
-1
Io(crt)=P0 =E •
(192)
It is now easily to be seen that
P
(193}
D-Po=!CP,.,
DnPo = n ,
D

when n is integral.

�

e!'..

Also
Y!n
I,.(<Tt) = T,; P,. =yinD"P0 =y-inD-"P0,

(l!J4)

when n is integral. But if n is not integral we do not have
equivalence of differentiations and integrations in the way ex
pressed in (194). Since. howeyer, by (23), §338,

)

y
y•
l,.(at)=y!n(11
... .
-+--+--+
n
�i +2
generally, we do have
y!n
T(<Tt)=-P
y-lnD-"P =y-inD-n£D-1 ,
,
,.=

'l<:>e I!�

(195)
(l!JG)

ti
for any value of n from - oo to + oo , provided that D-n1 =!i "/ n
0

generally, as well as when n is integral.
be treated separately.

This matter wilt

Analysis Founded upon the Division of the Instantaneous
State into Positive and Negative Pure Waves.
§ 378. Another way of treating the generai characteristic of
V and C is founded upon the division of any initial state into-
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two waves travelling in opposite directions. If V0 and 00 be
the initial states of V and C, and
U0=½(V0 +LrC0),
W0=½(V0 -LvC0),
(1)
then U0 is the positive wave, and W0 the negative wave, at the
initial moment. If Y0=LvC0 the initial state represents a
positive wave only; if Y0= -LrC0, then a negative wave only.
If there is no waste of energy, that is, if R=0 =K, the state
at fa11e t is got by shifting U0 through the distance i·t to the
right, and W0 through the same distance to the left. That is,
if U0 isj(x) and W0 is g(.r), then
U=J(x-rt),
W=g(x+vt)
(2)
express what U and W become at time t later. Their sum
and difference will show the real V and C.
Going further, if R and K are finite, but balanced, so that
= 0, the same division into a positive and negative wave
occurs, but there is, besides the translation, attenuation due to
the waste of energy, so that
U =£- Pt_/(x - rt),
\V=e- ptg(.v + -rt)
(3)
express the wayes at time t.
If fF is not zero, the theory of the distortionless circuit with
resistances and leaks inserted shows that (3) always represents
the phenomena in the first stage, approximately. How long
it will remain fairly true depends on the amount of distortion
in the interval due to the unbalanced wastes due to R and K
respectively. It is clear, then, that the quantities U and W may
themselves be made the objects of attention in a mathematical
treatment differing from the preceding. At the same time,
instead of x and t we should make x -rt and x + 'l't be the
independent varinbles. To show how to do this, go back to
the connections of V and C,
-t;:,.C=(K+Sp)V,
-!;:,.V=(R+Lp)C,
( 4)
where � and p are the x and t differentiators. These are the
same as
-i·�(VePt)=Lv(p+U')(CeP1),
(5)
-r�(CeP1)=Sv(p - U')(VePt).
(6)
Multiply the second of these by Ll', and then add and sub
tract these equations to form two new ones,
-i·Ll(V + Ll'C)ePt = p(V + LrC)ePt -,r(V -LvC)eP1 , (7)
(J'
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- vC:,.(V - Li·C)ePt = p(Li-0 - V)ePt + u(V + LvC)ePt

or, which are the same,
(JJ +re:.)U=uW,
if

Going further, let
1t=½u(t+':rjr),

(p-vC:,.)W =trU,
W = !ePt(V - LrC),

(8)

(9)
1
( 0)
(11)

w=½u(t-x/v)

be the new independent varia.Lles, then
d =p + 1·C:,.
d _ p - i-C:,. •
(l2)
dn - -' div - -- '
consequently the equations (9) become
dW = u,
,12u = u.
= w,
l!�
(13)
dzidw
till'
du
The third of these is the characteristic of U (or of W) obtained
from the previous two connecting equations.
• It is easy to see that the mathematical expression is now
simplified to the uttermost. All solutions have, except at
sources or places of imposition of external influence, to rntisfy
the new characteristic. The general solution is easily found.
Let a be the ii differentiator and /3 the w differentiat lr, so that
(a/3-l)U=O.
(14)
Then
U =-_. O_ =- - O/aj3__ = (1 +_!_ +_;.._ + ...
(15)
a/3 a"ff'
a/3
a/3 - 1 1 - (a/3)-1
Here O/a/3 is any function of u and ·11· which when operated
upon by a/3 is made to vanish. This can only be F(ii) + G(1c),
the sum of any function of ii and any function of w. So
<F

<F

).Q.

U =F(u) + G�1·L (1 + ��+.!-,
+ ... ){F(n) + G(iv)} (lG)'
)
at' a·{I1-(a/3
is one form of the general solution. We can now see how it
works out and examine some special cases.
In the same way we can see that the general solution of the
partial differential equation
dit/s1l8 • • • d,.V = U,
(17)
where the d's are· any number of independent differentiatorR,
with respect to the variables a·1 , x2 , • • • x,., may be written thu;;,
2:F
(
I
1
)
U=+ -;;+ ... (F\+F2+ ...),
1 = l+- t 11d il-

(18)
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if tl stands for the product of the d's, as in (17), and the F's
are arbitrary functions of all the variables save one; thus F1
a function of all save xi, F2 of all sa,e x2 , and so on. If the
operand �Fis simply 1, we get the fundamental solution

r + x' + ...,
U = 1 +X + �
( 19)
n
(�
(�f'
if x is the product of all the variables. But the treatment of
{18), for the derivation of other solutions, will be sufficiently
shown in discussing the case of two variables.
In (15), (16) we apparently generate U out of nothing.
But nothing can really come out of nothing. And, in fact,
the O is not absolute zero. It can be seen to represent an
impulsive function. Since there are two variables, a function
which is impulsive as regards both is /JJ+ag, where/ is a
fnnction of u only, and fl a function of H" only. :Xow iff=aF
.and g =[3G, this impulsive function is a,B(F + G ). Inspection
of (15), (16) will show that this is the actual form assumed
there. Similarly, in solving (17), by (tl - l)U =0, and therefore
dLF
U =- O = __ =as above m (18),
tl-1

d-1

the O means the impulsive function dLF.
Simplest Solutions.

Waves of Infinite Length, and of
Length 2-;;-1-f<r.
§ 379. Coming to the consideration of the instantaneous
-electromagnetic waves U and W, there are a few specially
simple solutions of the characteristic which should be noted.
Suppose that U = cp(u + u"), then a/JU= U shows that cf,"=cf,.
So there are just two cases, U =Y0� and U =Y0e - <rt, beca!lse
-crt =1l + ·u·.
Considering the first, we derive the negative wave by
aU = W. This makes W =U. The waves are identical as
regards V, a:..id oppositely identical as regards C. That is, the
actual C is zero, and the actual V is Y = V0e-pt !ut = V0c Kt s.
This means that the uniform distribution of transverse voltage
V0 may be regarded as the sum of two electromagnetic waves
whose electric forces are similar and whose magnetic forces
are opposite.
t
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In a similar way the solution U=Lv00e- ut gives W = - U,.
which means V =0, and 0=C0e-pt e- ut= C0t-Rt/L, The uni
form current C0 is !·�presented by two waves, additive as
regards magnetic force, destructive as regards electric force.
From these we can pass to a case which is equally simple
in expression, though far more developed in theory. Suppose·
that U= cp{tt - w). Then af3V = V shows that cp" = - cf,. As
before, there are two independent solutions. Combining them,.
we have
(20)
W=Y0 cos(crx/r+0),
·
U=V0 sin(cu/c+0),
where the constant 0 enables us to include the second solution.
Remember that tt - n· =crx/v.
Now U is a positive pure wave, and W a negative wave.
Their translation in opposite directions at speed v will give
the later state of things, except as regards the distortion.
But the last is very important here. The waves are appa
rently stationary. This means that with the special wave
length in question, the distortion due to unbalanced Rand K
keeps the instantaneous waves unaltered in form and position.
The voltage and current are
V = cPtY0 (sin +cos) (crx/c + 0),
(21)
LvC = cPtV0(sin - cos) (a-.c/v + 0).
The larger !F (and the distortion), the smaller the wave
length. When cr is quite zero we have uniform V and C
subsiding.
Development of General Solution in umpm and
Funct10ns.
§ 380. Now take in hand the general solution (lG). Let
the operand F + G be 1, then
1
uw n2 n•2
U= (1 +a1 + a" l2 +...) 1 = 1 +
(22)
+ I��+ ...
/3
f
�(�
But here mv = ¼cr2(t2 - x2/v 2), therefore
U=I0 {o-(t2 - x2/v2 )½ : =I0(z).
(23)
The new symbol z is introduced for cloarnes'3, because the
quantity it stands for occurs so often. We see that the func
tion Io(z) is the fundamental solution, from which to develop
others, unless we use the operator {1 - (a/:fr1}-1 directly.
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Similarly, if the operand is u' m, then
•
a-"
1
1
l:=-·- - + --+ ...
1 - (a/3)-1 =a'" f3a"•+I
11

11"'+111•

/

2

'''

U
u + zc
+ ... =
P,n(z).
(24}
2
in
+
1
11111+
+
�m
�[
E_
And if the operand is zrm/ (!!_i or 13-,n1, the result is got by inter
changing u and 1r, and is, therefore,

=

11•

+

m

2

u·m

U =-Pm(z).
'T"

From the aboYe we see that

• ,(

(25}

E

n
w)
C =� A,,,+ B m - P,,.(z)
"'

"'

Ill

(26}

,n

is a comprehensiYe solution, not itself perfectly general, but
perhaps admitting of the derivation of perfectly general results.
The manipulation of such solutions is made rather easy by
these simple properties :u·m.

tt'nPo(z) = _pm(z) =µ-mP0(z) ,

(27)

Ill

'll,u.

/3mP0(z) =-P,,,(z) =a-,"P0(z),

(2'3)

I�

the truth of which may be seen by inspecting (24)
To illustrate, let operand be e", then
U

=

e"

l-(afit'

(1 - a-1)-1

l-(a/.:i)-1

=

1 1
(1 + � +

;,

+

... Po(�)
)

t29)
=(l +/3+/3'·+ ... )P0 (z) =Po +uP1 + P2 + ... ,
l!
showing yariations of method. Similarly,
�
. ---c.....,.,,--,-l (l + a + ... )P0 Po + 11'P1 + �
-P., + .... (29A)
1 - (af:Jt
� .
?

11

,)

=

=

Derivation of C Wave from Y Wave, and Conversely, with
Examples. Condition at a Moving Boundary. Expansion
of e"t.
· 381. There are two ways in which the solution (26)
occurs, namely, to represent the effects due to giYen initial
states, and to represent the wave;; resulting from actions
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impressed at a cerbtin spot. It is with the latter that we
have been principally concerned, so· the treatment may be
applied to these first.
We have
VEPt=(l·+a)U, LrCE't=(l-•a)U,
(30)
by the definition of U and W. So
1 a
1 a
(31)
V Ept= + Ll'CEPt , LrCEpt = --=.. V /t.
1-a
1+"
'Jlhe last enable us to find the C wave when the V wave is
kno,vn, generat!'d by impressed voltage at the origin, or the V
wave when the C wave is known. Here it is to be understood
that the disturbances are impressed upon an empty cable.
For example, let e be constant, and
LvCEPt =eI0(z),
(32)
This is a known case. What is the expression for the V
wave? Use the first of (31) to find the answer. It is
VEPt = e(l+2a+2a2 +2<L3 + ... )Po(z)
(

· n•2

,,.s

)

=e P0 +21rP1 +2, P2 +2 P3 + ... (::),
(33)
2
'il
by (27). The process is easy enough, but how make sure it is
right, seeing that the fractional operator in (31) might be
otherwise treateil? That the result satisfies the characteristic
is obvious. But it must be correct at the limits as well. To
test this, put x=i-t, then w=O and Pu=l, so we obtain
V =ecPt. This indicates that the value of V at the origin was
eat the moment t=O, and nothing more. But also, put x=O,
then w =i<Tt, and (33) gives
But

V0EPt =e(I0 +2I 1 +2I2+ ... )(a-t).

(81)

t = (I0+ 211 +212+213+ ...)(a-t)
(35)
-KtJS
-p
t/;t
. Now we know
= eE
is an identity. Therefore V0 == eE
that this is the voltage impressed at the origin that does pro
duce the current wave (32) above . See (101), §367. So (33)
is correct, and is an alternative form of (115), §3GD. Perhaps
(33) is the best for numerical calculation. There are tables
of the In functions at the end of Gray and Matthews' work on
Bessel functions, anu the P,. functions are closely related.
E'7
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We have made use of the usual principle that the charac
teristic must be satisfied, and also the boundary conditions,
with this extension, that they haYe to be satisfied when a
boundary is in motion. The outer boundary, x = vt, is at the
front of the waYe, and travels at speed v. But there is no
distortion at the very front of a waYe. The disturbance there
consists merely of what bas been transmitted, and is known
in terms of the disturbance at the origin.
The easy way in which the V solution is derived from that
for C, as above, might lead us to overlook some other con
siderations. For it might go thus,
VEPt= (,8 + l)W,

Li-CEPt= (,8- l)W,

VEPt= /3�LvCEPt.
/3
+1

therefore,

(36).
(37)-

Now, if we make /3 act by integrations, as shown by
/3+1 P =-1+{3-1 P (1+2{3-1 + ...)P
-0
0,
1 0

/3 - l

1 - µ-

=

(38)-

we shall come to the same result (33) precisely. But in get
ting (33) we made a act by differentiations. That is the same
as {3 integrations, we know. But if we, instead of as in (38),
use {3 differentiations, we get
/3+1 P = - (1 + 2(3+ ... )P = - (P +2uP +2 �
�
-P2 + ...). (39)
0
0
1
0
/3-1

�

This is wrong, not merely because the sign is wrong, but.
because we have the factors u, u2, &c., instead of w; w2, &c.
Now u does not vanish at the wave front on the + side, but it
does on the - side. So (39) belongs to a problem concerning
affairs on the left side of the origin, due to a negative voltage
impressed there. We are not concerned with that. The
practical note to make is that we must use a differentiations
or ,B integrations, as in (33) or (38), in order to introduce
u·" and not u", when we are concerned with the wave sent from
the origin to the right side.*
* There are two points in questi'>n. First, a and {j-1 a.re equivalent on
the operand Pm(z) x u"' or x wm. Seeond:y, which way of expanding the
fractional operators should be employed ? Answer, so a.s to get wm factor.
to the Pm(:) functions.
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Nevertheless there is some further interest in the matter.
'.i'hus, given (,8- 1) W =P0 • What is W? It is clearly
indeterminate in its expression, without further information.
But what is the connection between the two principal solutions,
.say W1 and W1, got by using /J integrations oi.- (3 differentia
tions? Thus,
If
,,.2.
p0- = -(3-'P0 = 1-+-+
1 ... P =wP +-P
W 1= 2 +-P3 ... ,
(
0
1
1
/J-1 l -(3/3
)

w

s

t

�

(40)

2

. - - l:'n ·- - (1 + (3 +/J' ...)Po....V
u P2 + ....
- --: (P0 + u P1 +'2
\ � - 1 - /J+
(41)
To see the d1fference between \V 1 aud W o , expand them.
The result is
W1 =eu+w -eu -tt, (u+ n + ...) -,w'(u' + n + ...) - ... ,
2 :2 ,3
,2
3

2

:and for W2 we obtain the same without the first term.
W1 - W =eut , or, which is the same,

(4 2)
So

2

�+0
�+� +--P
e� =P0 + (it+w)P 1 +--P
8+ ... .
2
�2

r

(43)

This"is an important identity. The argument of the P
functions is z. When x =0, we recluce this identity to the
-old one, (35). We may also write it thus
eut ={l + a+ f3 + a2 +(32 + ... }Po=(�a")P0 ,

(44)

where n bas to receive all integral value� from - oo to oo .
See also (29) and (29A) abo,·e, which make, combined with (43).
u
po + Eut = - e ·+e'" .

(45)

1- ( a/3)-1

In con.nection with (33) we may take note of the effect of
.alternating signs. Thus, given
t

V/ =e(P0 -2;cP1 +2�P2 -

•• -),

(46)

to represent the V wave. It makes V0eP1 =ee- ut at the origin,
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that is, V0=ec ;L is the impressed voltage. The correspond
ing current wave may be obtained by the second of (31), which
makes
LvCEP t = e(l - 2a + 2a2 + ...)(1- 2a+ 2a2 + ... )P0(z)
= e(l - 4a + 8a2 - 12a3 + 16a4 - •••)Po(z)
Rt

w2
==e(P0 -4wP1 +8-P
2-

t_

••• )(z).

(47)

Also note that we are not restricted to integral values of m
in P,,. solutions. Thus, if
,

t

E<J'
V0E t = --1 = li (ut) + I_ ,((ut)
(48)
(� ;rn:t)
shows the impressed voltage Y0, then the V wave is
pt ·1r'p
1c·1 p
shin z coshz
( )+
(49)
VE -½ Iz L- ½ - ,1:Z( )---+--.
lr.it)½ (r.ic)½
This is done by simply generalising (48) so as to harmonise
with it and contain powers of w as initial factors .
P

.Deduction of the V and C Waves when V0 is Constant
- Kt
from the Case VO =eE /3• Expansion of d't in I
Functions. Construction of the Wave of V due to any
Impressed Voltage.
§ 382. Now pass on to a further extension. We know that
when V0Ef'l=e�t, the current wave is CEPt=eP0(z). Frqm this
deduce the current wave when VO= e, constant. Referring to
§ 368, equations (106), (107), we see that the operand Eutethere
used has to be altered to Ep e. This is the same as changing the
operator p/(p- u) in (107) to p/(p - p); or the same as operat
ing on the old solution by (p - tr)/p - p). That is, when the
impressed voltage is constant, the current wave is
t

. C EP t = P - <T eP0(z).
p-p
First put p in terms of a, /3. Then
p-tr =l 1-tr/p
•
p-p

I-(<rj2p)(a+/3)

(50)

(51)

13ut if we expand this in rising powers of a+/3, the result
must be a series of Pm functions with um as well as wm factors.
This will not do. Besides, we found before tba.t we should
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employ a differentiations or f3 integrations. Do so here,
therefore, substituting a-1 for f3 in (51). We then get
p-<r=l+ 2(p/<r-l)a
(5:l)
p-p
1 -\ '2p a/,r-a")
= l+(1-�){;a+�a(;a -a2)+ .. -},
(53}
that is, a ser:es in rising powers of (2pa/,r -a2). The result
must now be a proper w"'P,,. series, namely, if c = "2 p/rr for
brevity,
CePt = eP0 +e(1 -�){cwP1 +c2 �P2- c�P8
3
ui
w-P
2 w'
+c\
8 -2� -P,+c _Ps

. w5
+c L': P,-3c /5
, w•

�

�

'J

., 10
w7
}
P6 + 31'- G P6 - c iPr+ &c. • (5±)
[2
\
Though complicatea"; the law is- obvious, since the coeffi
cients follow the rule of (c -a)": There is only one thing
nee:led now, to Yerify that it is correct at the origin. This
we can do by comparison with (77), (76), � 364, where the
va.lue of C at the origin is expressed in a special form. Put
x=O in (54). Then
00ePt= el0 + e( 1 -�)c{I1 + cl2 - 18+c2l3 - 2cl4 + 15
8

6

+ c"I,-3r"I, + 3cl 6 - 17 + ...}, (55)
the argument of the I functions being rrt. In (54) iris z. If
now we write out the first few terms of the I functions, we
shall obtain the previous result (77), (76), exactly. Therefore
(54) is correct.
Continuing the above, find the V wave due to steady V0 at
the origin, by deriving it from the case V0ePt=ee<Ft , In the
latter· case we have the solution (33) above. Operate on it by
the operator (52) expanded as in (53). The result is
- <T
1+U
C-- pO
VEpt --_}J
p-- p l - a
= e(l+ 2a+ 2a2 + 2a8 + ... )P0
+ (1 - �) c {a+ 2a2 + 2a" + 2a' + ... + c(a2 + 2a" + 2a' + ...)
- (a"+ 211 + 2a" + ... ) +,:'(a'+ ?.,�• + 2a·' + ...)
- 2c(a' + 2o.·' + ...)+(a'+ 2a" + ... ) + ...}P0 •
4

(/Hi)
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Arrange in powers of a, and then turn to wmPm functions.
We get

{

2p

(2p2

)w2

(4p3

3p)w8

}

+
-1 12P2+2 er
YEPt=e Po+�wP1 +2
er
- � jI?s ...
'(57)
This is the complete wave. To verify, at x=O it makes
2

V0Ept =e{lo+2�11 +2(2; - 1 )½+ ... }(crt).

(58)

Here V0 = e, so we have an expansion of Ept in I functions. It
is an identity.
Furthermore, in the light of the preceding, this is the
process whereby the complete V wave can be developed when
Y0 is given as any function of the time. Expand V0EP1 in the
form L A,.I,. (crt). Then
VEPt=L A ,.w"
-P,. (.::-)
(59)
�
is the required result. The process of expansion in the Bessel
series is merely the equation of coefficients of powers of <Tt,
and can be done specially in special cases. But it will be
more satisfactory now to give the general formula..
Identical Expansions of Functions in In Functions. Formula
for (½x)n. Electromagnetic Applications.
§ 383. It is a commonplace in mathematical physics. to
require the expansion of an arbitrary function in a series of
functions of a given type. The dynamics indicates that a
certain kind of function represents a normal vibration, for
instahce; and also shows how to obtain every possible variety
of this normal vibration so as to harmonise with the boundary
conditions. Then, since in the real .motion there is no limi
tation to any particular motion, provided it be consistent with
the conditions imposed, a physically-minded man can at onca
conclude that every possible sort of motion is included in the
special normal motions, and therefore that an arbitrary function
can be expanded in a series of normal functions. And so it
always is, of course.
But it is not with these expansions in normal functions
that we have to deal at present, but with something quite
1.
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different. If we have /(x) =�A,. sin nx, a function of x being
expanded in sine functions, to hold good between certain
limits, and to satisfy some conditions at the limits ; or if we
have /(x) = � A,.Jo(nx), under similar restrictions; although
these equations are loosely called identities, they are not real
identities.
An absolute identity is such that the expression upon one
side of thP, e(luation e�.pressing it can be converted to that on
the other s1tle by mere rearrangement of parts. After cancel
lations, it means no more than O = O, or 1 = 1, or x = x, &c.
Expansions in normal functions are not of this sort ; say that
f(x) = � A,. sin nx, and /(x) id expressed by a power series, then
it is not usually the case that the coefficient of x on the left
side is the same as on the right side, or similarly for any
other power of x. If it were so, we should have an absolute
identity. This may sometimes occur, e.g., when f(x) = sin nx;
but, in genera.I, the coefficients of powers of x in the normal
series assume infinite values. So we do not have identity,
but merely equivalence, under limitations ; for example, the
form of f(x) must be varied in different ranges of the variable
x in order to preserve the equivalence.
But when we say that f(x) =� A,.I,. (x), where I,.(x) is not a
normal function (or is one only in a changed sense), it is
with an absolute or true identity that we are concerned. By
mere rearrangement of parts, aided by mutually destructive
additional terms, the function f(x) has to be turned to the
form
f(x) = A,l,.(x) + A,I,(x) + A,Ii (x) + ...,
(60)
where r, s, t, &c., and the coefficients A are determined by
the nature of f(x) alone, without reference to boundary
eonditions.
Our physical problem indicates plainly enough that the
expansion is either possible in general, or else is the form
from which to derive other series·in cases of primary failure.
And so it works out, without difficulty. As an easy preliminary
example of this sort of expansion, consider the function
xn+2 + ... ,
x" xn+I
e,.= -+--+-(61)
[!!: /n+l tn+2
where n has any value.

We have x"/� =e,. - en+l• It follows
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-obviously that any power series can be identically expanded in
a series of e,. functions, whether the n's be integwl or frac
tional, save for failures wh�n n is a negative integer.
Now the Bessel expansions are by no means_ so simple as
the last, but the same principle is concerned precisely. Say
it is (½x)"k: that is to be expanded. This function is the
first term in l,.(x). So if we equate f(x) to l,.(x), the right
side is redundant in the other terms of 1,.(x) , which involve
xn+2, x"H, and so on. Therefore introduce ln + 2• This will
make, with a proper factor, the coefficient of x11+2 be zero.
'Then the addition of I,.+, with a proper factor will make the
-coefficient of xn +4 be zero. And so on. Thus,
(½x " ½x)n+2 (½x)nH ···
(½x)"
+
+ }
=A { ) + (

e_

makes

,.

I!:_ ,� ti+ i

e� 2

•

(½x)n +2 (½:i:)"H
+---+.. }
+An+2 { --.
ln+2 �[n+3
71
H
½x
)
+ An+• {( In J +. . . } + • • •
<!::0

(62)

.J..

A,. ... 1, An+2 + A,. -0, A,.+. +-An+2 + A,. -0'
ln+2 ��1
�4 [I- [n+3 [:[n+2

&c., so all the coefficient3 become known. The result is
-(½x)"={l _n+2 T
n+l
( +4)1n+4 _(n+l)(n+2) X
in+•+
"
l!_
� n
@.
t_
l)
n
+
2
n
(
(
)(
(n+6)1n+s+ n
+ B) (n+S)ln+g + ... }(x). (63)
�
By the mode of construction, this formula is valid for any
value of n from - a:, to + a:, • But it fails, or gives a useless
identity, like I,.= I.....,., when n is a negative integer. This case,
and its application to electromagnetic waves, will be done sepa
,ra,tely, as will the case of the logarithm. Examples:l = (lo-2 I2 + 214 - 216 + 218 - ••• )(x),
(64)
½a:=(11 -313 + 515 - 717 + 919 - •••)(x), (64A)
(½x)2fe_=(½ - 4 I,+ 918 - 16 I8+25 I 10 - ... )(x), (64B)
(½x)8/�=(I3 -5I�+1417-3019+55111 - ••• )(x), (64c)
,(½xJl/ti=(I1 -2!�+2¾141- 3H I61+...) (x).
(64D)

z2
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To make no mistake about the application, put ut for x, then
the last formula shows that if the impressed voltage at the·
origin is expressed by V0ept =e(�ut)•/J, then the wave of voltage·
generated is
{w k

1. w 2!

VePt= e -1-P1-2;;

1114.;

P21+2u8 1P4;-

}

(z).
(65),
C!..
12
the function I,. (ut) being turned to (w"/�) Pn (z).
Since (63) is an identity, it does not matter what xn, xn+2,.
&c., mean, provided (a±b)x"' =ax"' ±hJ;m, when a and b are
numbers, and 1n is any index concerned. For in any case the
cancellations bring us to xn= xn. The formula may be written,
more symmetrically, to show the structure. Thus,
n(½x)"= {\ lnl,. -�(n + 2)In+2+ I?.�:..:':·} (n+ 4)111 +1°- , ..}(,v).
/1lQ
�
(66)
It is now perfectly regular from the beginning, and we see
that it is a complete series, because carrying it backward will.
only introduce zero terms, [-1, � &c., being infinite.
lt

1_�

1±_:s

...

Expansion of any Power Series in I,. Functions. Examples.
§384. Having got the expansion ofx", we are in fullpo:,session
of the expansion of the series� B,.x". There may be any number·
of terms in this series, and the indices need have no connec
tion with one another. But should there be no connection
given, the expansion in I functions will consist merely of (63)
or (66) repeated again and again, with various values given to.
n, and with initial coefficients B, and we cannot simplify
further. But practically the indices will follow some law, as
unit step or step 2 from one to the next. Then we can collect
terms and get useful formulre. The most important case is
step 1, with O for first index. Thus, let
B0 +B1(½x)+B2

(½x)2 ...=(A
+
0T0+A1I1+A2I2+ ... )(x). (67)
�

Given the B's, find the A's. There are two ways. First
equate the coefficients of the different powers of x. This will
give, first A0, then A1 , then A2, and so on. .The other way is
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-to use the formula (63), and rearrange terms.
come to the result

Either way we

� B,.(½x)" = B0I0 + B1I1 + (B2 - 2B0)I2 + (Bs - 8B1)Is
ti
+ (B, - 4B. + 2B )I, + (B, - 5B. + 5B )I

(68)
1 6 + ... ,
0
the argument of the I functions being x throughout. But
this does not go far enough to exhibit the law of the A
coefficients. Nevertheless, it is very simple, and is exhibited
in the following table of the numerical coefficients in the A's,
from A0 up to A 1, :-

0

1

1
1
2
1
2
3
3
1
2
4
1
4
5
5
5
1
2
I
6
9
6
14
7
I
7
7
2
8
20
8
16
1
9
1
9
9
27
30
10
35
50 ............25
2
10
1
1
11
44
77 ............ 55
11
11
12
36
54 112
12
105
2
1
13
13
1
65 156 182
91
13
"The numbers to the left of the vertical line show which A is
referred to. In the corresponding row are the numerical
-coefficients for that A. Equation (68) gives them up to A,.
"Then, by the table,
A6 = B6 - 6B, + 9B2 -2B0 , A7 = B7 - 7B, + l 4.B3 - 7B1 ,
.and so on. The first column of l's explains itself. So does
the second column. All the rest is constructed by this rule :
The sum of the first 1n numbers in any column after the
first is the mth number in the next column. Thus, 2 + 3 + 4
in the second column= 9, the third number in the next column .
.Similarly, 105 in the fifth column is the sum of the first five
numbers in the previous column. Practically, 50 + 55 � 105,
.and 77 + 105 = 182, as shown by the sloping lines. It is
easier to work with such a table than refer to a. general
.formula. Here are some examples.
(69)
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from which come c "', shin x and cosh x. Compare with (33),
(85), § 881, where the special electromagnetic problem is con
cerned.
½sin x=(I1+13+l5+17+ .: .)(x),
(70}
sin½x=(I1 -418+llI5-29I7+76I9-199I11+ ...)(x), (71)
E :,;=Io+(I1 -I2-21 3- r.+15+21 6)
+(I7 -18 - 2Io-I10+Iu+2112) + . .. .
(72 )·
These are constructed by the table. As an example of
application, if the impressed voltage is given by ½ sin fTt
=V0EPt/e , where e is constant, then the wave of voltage,
according to (70), is given by
pt{
w8
w5
\.
VE =e w1 P 1+-P 3+ -Po+ ... (z).
(73}
1
�
I!?
As another example, the formula (58), § 382, relatmg to
steady impressed voltage, may be referred to. The table wil1
give the development to any extent required. Another
example is
t
V0/ =e(½ut) (I0+11) (ut)=e (11+ 212+813+41,+ ... ) (ut) (74).
This will make
i

8

2

w
iv
)
V.!'t=e {wP1+2-P
(75),
2+8-P8+ ... (::),
1
�
because it is right at the origin, and at the wave front, and
satisfies the characteristic everywhere between.
In the above the step in the index was 1. This includes
step 2, and other cases, by the vanishing of certain of the B's.
But it is now necessary to give the formula for a power series
when the indices are not integers, but still so that there is unit
step from one to the next. For this purpose use (66). Thus,
. - - • . . . . . . . . .
� B,.(½x)"

'�

1n-l
Bn-t ln-2
E
.,. -- { '=(n-l)I,._1 ---(n+l)I11 +1+ -(n+8)I,.+3-·. }
1
� �
L!:_
�
'
B \n-1
�
tn+l
+ �{--nI,. - -(n+2)I11+2+--(n+4)I,.H-··· }

In

�

l

�

[n+2
1n+l
H +1{�
+ln+l -(n+l)In,J,1-� -(n+3)In+a+--(n+5)In+5- t
J
�
Q:_
(76}
. • . • • . . • • • •
+
11

t

�
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Now collect the I,. terms together, and the In+ 2 terms, and
so on. The result is that the coefficient of I,. is
2

B
B
A.. -n{B,.t_:2_ n-2� + ,._4�_ B n - 6e=±+ ... }
e' 10
111 - 2 I.!_
[n - 4 �
E_= 6 �
.
(77)
This is written symmetrically to show the structure. But
it may be simplified to
1

A,.= B - � B n-2+ � (n- 8)B _4 - �(n - 4)(n -5)B n-6
,.

l!

�

,.

+ ln - 5)(n - 6)(n - 7)B _ 8
i-

.

t

,.

- @_(n - 6)(n- 7)(n - S)(n - 9)B ,._10 + ... ,

(78)

which also shows the structure, save near the beginning. This
formula applies to all the A's. That is, changing n to n + m
produces An+m • When n is integral, and the first B is B0, we
obtain the previous results, in (68) and the table.
The series for A,. must be continued until it stops, by ex
haustion of the B's in descending order. B ut if the B series in
x)"= �A,,1 (x),
� B,.(i
,.
(79)
does not stop, going backward, or with decreasing" n, then the
series for A,. does not stop either. This occurs when the power
serie3 is endless in the negative direction. It is not assumed
that the B series begins with any particular n. Thus the power
series
J(x) = ax-� +bx-l +ex½+ dx'! + ...,
(80)
which begins with x-il, will give a Bessel series expansion in
volving Li, Li, Ii, &c., on indefinitely, whether the series
/(x) stops or not in the positive direction, and the coefficients
A will in either case be finite series. But the series
f(x)= ...... +ax-il+bx-l+cx½+Jxi,
(81)
which stops at the term xi, will makP, the A's be infinite series
when /(x) is endless in the negative direction. And should
/(x) be endless in both directions, we may expect that the
series for the A's may be divergent. But (79) will be an
identity for all that.
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This matter of the endlessness of the A,. series, when the
original power series is endless backwards, turns up in a
curious form when integral powers are concerned. One
ex�mple will be sufficient. Let f(x) = 1. We know the proper
result already. See (64) above. Or, in (78), let all the B's
be zero except B0 = 1, and then give n all values 0, 1, 2, &c.,
to find the A's. But in using (79), we may regard the B
series as being endless in the negative direction, and stopping at
the term B0x0• For 1-1, [- 2, &c., are infinite, and therefore
B_ 11 B_2, &c., may have any tinite values without interfering
with the value of the power series being 1. But if we do this,
we shall obtain endless series for the A's. Will the results be
wrong, then ? Test this.
The formula (78) makes A0 = 1 as before, and then
A1 = - B_l -B--8 -2B-6 - 5B_,- ... '
A2 = - 2 -B_2 -2B_, -- 5B_6- ... .
These are the coefficients of I1 (x) and Iix). The first may have
any value, the second also, although the first term is correct.
The explanation is that in virtue of the inclusion of the
arbitrary B's below B0, we require to include I_1 (x), I_2(x),
&c. Doing this, we shall find that A_1 = - A1 , ancl
A_'J= - 2 -A2 • But I_1 is the same as I11 and I_2 the same as
I2 • So, joining them together, all the arbitrary B's are elimi
nated, and the true result already obtained is arrived at. Our
formula rejects all the redundancies. Practically, of course,
(68) should be used, with n = 0, and similarly in other cases.
Expansion of a Power Series in J,. Functions. Examples.
§ 385. In another application, to be made shortly, we shall
require the expansion of a function of x, not in a series
of I,. functions, but of J,. functions. The connection is
I,.(xi) = i"Jn(x), and this makes J,.(x) be an oscillating function.
The expansions are still of an identical nature, and the ques
tion now is, how to modify the preceding formulai to suit the
changed circumstances. Say that

e

� B,. Ox)" = � A ,. ,. (x) = � E ,.J,.(x).
T

(82)
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We know the A's in terms of the B's. Now find the E's
in terms of the B's. Put xi for x, then the first equation
,becomes
"" A i"J (x)
""Bn i"(½,t)"= �
(83)
""-'
n
n
•
J.!!:.

[n this use (77) or (78).

The right side becomes

�fB,,i''+ :!' B,._.i•H+ :!' (n - 3)B,._i-+ ,,,}J,.(x) ,

'-

l!. •

(84)
e
Now for B,.i" write B , for B - i"-

-since i2= -1, i�=1, &c.
writ-J B,,_2, &c. The result is

,.

n

2

2

n

�B .. (½,i;) =�{B,.+ :!'B,,._2 + �(n-3)B,,-4+, .. }J,. (x}, (85)
�
�
[!_
ithe required result. That is,
E ,.=B,.+ :!'B,, 2 + �(n-3)B,H+ �(n-4)(n--5)Bn-6 + ....
{!_ - �
�
(86)
'To expand the function in J,. series, therc.fore, we have merely
uo alter all the - signs in the formula for A,. to + signs, to
produce E ,..
Thus, when the indices are integers beginning with 0, (68)
.above becomes
(ix)"
� B,.-·
- = BoJo + B 1J1 +(B2 +2Bo)J2 +(Bs + 8B1)J 3

In

� +(B4 +4B2+2B0)J4 +(B5 +5B 8 +5B1)J5 + .... (87)
The same table is to be used, with all signs taken positively.
Examples:(88)
cos x=(J0 - 2J2 +2J.-2J6- ---)(x)
l=(J0 +2J.+2J,+2Js+ ... )(x)
(89)
c'=(J0 +2J1 +6J 2+ 14J8+34J4 + ... )(x)
(90)
These are done by the table. E.g., the 34 in the last formula
is 24 x 1 + 2 2 x 4 + 2, by the fourth row of figures.
Sometimes the expansions in I functions and J functions are
quite similar, except in the signs. But th:is is not general.
Thus,
shinx = 2(11 + 13 +15 +I,+ ...)(x),
(91)
=2(J1 + 7J3 +41J5 +...)(x),
(92)
sinx= 2(J1 - J3 + J5 - J7 + ...)(x),
(93)
=2(1 1 -7I3 +41I 5 - ... )(x) .
(04)
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In treatises on Bessel functions will be found various expan
sions of the identical kind in J,. functions. They are usually
derived from definite integrals by trigonometrical processes,
and by the properties of Bessel functions. Perhaps this may
be the best way sometimes ; but I think, in general, the above
method has the advantage of simplicity of reasoning and of
working, besides being comprehensive. The fractional cases,
for example, are done by the same formulrn, and these might
sometimes be very difficult by integrals and trigonometry.
The Waves of V and C due to any V0 developed in wm Pm(z}
Functions from the Operational Form of V0,pt.
§ 386. There is another way of obtaining the waves of
voltage and current generated by a source at the origin in
the form of a series of waves of the type • -ptp... (z)w.,./"e._. In
stead of, as already explained, expanding V0i:Pt in I functions,
· and then generalising, we may operate upon the known funda
mental solution P0(z) in a suitable manner directly. Of this
process a special example was given in § 382, relating to Vo
beiug constant. It can be generalised thus. We know that
V =•-q"'V0 , or VePt=c "'VoE-"t,
(95)
2
2
Now
let
the ope:ator which
where r stands for (p - <T )½/v.
generates a function out of 1 be denoted by enclosing the func
tion in square brackets ; for example, V0.rt = [V0.PtJ1. Then
VePt = c r"'[V0,.0t].
(96)
Now we know that
( 2

p
or, 1 = P p
:p-<T2't
) '
Put this at the end of (96), then
JO{fTt)-

2 l
f 2
V cr,t= c•z[Vofpt� p - <T ) Io(<Tt).

p

But we also l:now that
•'"":'I0 (<Tt) = P0(z);
therefore (98) reduces to
2 1
2
v.pt· = [Vo<ptlP -<T ) Po(z),
the required result.

2)1

(J'

t 2

p

I0(<Tt).

(97}
(98}
(99)
(100)
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Correspondingly,

-

LvCEPt = (p <T) v Ept =[Yoe') P-<T Po (z),
p+<F
p
1

847
(101)

by (100).
The advantage of conversion of functions to operational
form is that whereas we cannot shift the order of conjoined
functions and operators, we can do so with operators, if we
work properly. Thus, in passing from (98) to (100), we
shifted crz two steps forward; and in passing to (101), we
shifted the fractional operator one step forward.
The structure of (100) is worth notice. It may be simply
shown thus. Let F0 and G0 be two functions of t, and [F0J
and [G0] their generating operators. Then
F0 = [F0] [G0J- 1 G0 •
(102}
This is obvious, being mere mathematical jugglery. But if
we change G0 to G, a function of x as well as oft, reducing to
G0 when x=O, then F0 will also become changed to a function
of xand t. Thus,
(103)
Xow, if G satisfies a certain characteristic partial (variables
.v and t), so does F, by its construction. Therefore F is the
.i·, t solution produced by F0 just as G is produced by G0•
In our application, equation (100), F0 is V0ePt, which is any
function oft, and G is P0 (z), the special function of x andt,
reducing to 10 (<rt) at the origin. Put x = 0 in (100), and it
makes V0EPt=[V0ePt)l. When xis not 0, (100) represents the
complete wave.
But time differentiations on P0 (z) are complicated. The
proper simply working differentiators are a and /3. Use them.
Put }<F(a+,B) for p. We can at once eliminate ,B, because
13-1 and a are equivalent with operand P0 (z). So put f<r(a+a-1}
for p in (100). This makes
p-<r (l-at
a
p <F l a
)
,
=
( - )!= - , (p'-cr !=!- z�_(l04}
p+<r l+a
p
I+a
l+ai
p
Therefo!e (100), (101) become
VePt = (V0tptj1- a•P0(z),
(105}
1 +a 2
-a)'p
L vC eot = (V0Ept](l
--. 0 (z),
(106}
1 +ai
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where, of course, the first operator is to be expressed in terms
-of a. When this has been done, if the combined operator
acting on P0(z} makes a power series, say,
(107)
VEpt = (�A,.a")Po(.::),
-then we at once get the full development
(108)

:Remarkable Formula for the Expansion of a Function in I.
Functions, and Examples. Modification of § 386, and
Example.
� 387. Incidentally, we get this interesting application of
physical to pure mathematics. Take x=O in (107) or (105).
Then we expand V0EPt in I functions. That is, F0 being any
function of the time,
I -a•
(109)
Fo = [Fo]--.2,
1+a
is its expansion in I functions, provided a" is turned to l,.(ut)
in the result. First turn F0 to [F0Jl, [Fo] being a function
,of p, then put ½u(a + a-1) for p. Then multiply by (l -a2)
x (1 + a2)-1• The result is �A,.a", and is the expansion of F0
in I functions, if a" means I,.(ut).
The theorem is very striking. It is obviously true by the
method employed, based upon a special use of (103), a simple
property; but by pure rigorous mathematics there seems
nothing whatever about (109) even suggestive of Bessel
functions, let alone the result.
ny using (109), all the previous results of the kind may be
got. It is only necessary to give one or two examples for the
sake of explicit illustration. Say
(110)
Fo = u1 tt=(!!_)" = (-a t
2p
1 +a
n
L
then (109) makes
2
UiuW (1 - a )a"
(111)
- �- ,(1 +a") n+l·
Expand in rising powers of a by division, or otherwise. The
Tesult is tr.e expansion (63), with the variable ut here instead
-0f x there.
H

.)'';
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Again,
(¼crt)"
. (l ) (1
F0=S1Il
+ ...
)
0<rt=2crt-�
cr/2p
er )s
CT
= - (2ii + ... = (CT/l:lµ)'
l+
2p

a(l+ a2)
(ll2),
+a2)2"

a2+(l

Therefore, by (109),
.
a(l- a2)
sm�crt=-��-.
(113)·
1 + a2 (3 + a.2)
Expand by division. The result is equation (71) before got.
A modification of (100) is just wort h mentioning. Though·
not wanted, it will serve a.s a. good example of the treatment.
of operators. We have
£pty0 = £Pt[V0] =[Vo(p- p)]ePt =[Vo(p-p)]L,
JJ - p

(114)•

so we may put the last result for [V0ept] in (100). [Vo(p - p)],
means [V0] with p -p put for p. And, using a instead, (100)
becomes
1 a2
VePt =[V0(p-p)J- �/
o(z).
(115)·
1-a( pCT-at
One example, different from the former, will be enough. Say
V0=sin st=_!!!___.
(116),
p'+s2
Now turn p to p-p, and then put ½CT(a.+ a.-1) for p. The·
result is
2s a.
1-(2p/CT)a.+a.2
(117),
-;;:- {1 - (2p/CT)a.+ a."}2+ s2(2a./CT)2°
Using this in (115), we get
2
1- a.
VePt = s
(118),
/ _ a. )}2+ 8 (2 a/CT)2Po(z) .,
CT {1-(2paCT
2

2

2

or, expanding by division just the beginning part,
(
12p' + 4s2) + ...}P (z . (119),
2s
VePt = a { l+ 4pa.- a.2 3 0 )
�
7 cr'
This is correct as far as a. • For, with x=0, we get the expan
sion of ePt sin st in I functions, as can be verified by the formula.
(68). It will be seen that this is not so good a way as the
other. That is, it is simpler to make V0ePt instead of V0 be
the time function under treatment, as in the former method,.
equation (100).
-;;:
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Impulsive Impressed Voltages, and the Impulsive Waves and
their Tails generated.
§ 388. Although the development of t" in I functions fails
to give immediately, by the proper generalisation, the com
plete wave of voltage generated when the impressed voltage
V0 varies as c-Ptt" and nis any negative integer, but requires a
particular treatment which will be given ; yet the formula
may still be employed without change in these exceptional
cases to obtain the waves generated by impulsive voltages ,
simple or multiple. Thus, let
(l2 a-t)-1
V
� Ept =pl= ¼a- _ __
(120)
eo

�

L=}

This means that V0 is an impulsive function, the impulse
,being ea, at the moment t = 0, because the variation of Ept does
not count in the no time of an impulse. Expand in I functions
;by the formula (63). The result is
pl= ½a-(L1 - 11 ).
(121)
Now 11 and I_1 are identical when t is finite, but they are
:not absolutely identical. The difference is most important
here, being the impulsive function itself. Generalising (121)
in the usual way, we get
�,:Pt=½a-(w-i P_1- � P1),
(122)
ea
l1
1-1
the argument of the P functions being z as usual, instead of
-the a-t of the I functions. By inspecting the formula for u"P,.,
:we see that
w-1 = w-1
u
(123)
- -P 1 --P l '

l=..! L::! - �

This is the generalisation of (121 ). It expresses O = 0 for all
finite values of u and w. In fact, we have
u"

w-"

P,. = _ P_,.,
(124)
, ,,,
�
�
'for any integral va'lue of n, positive or negative, provided ii
and w are finite. The difference is merely impulsive, and
may be quite negligible in general.
But not when im
pulses are actually in question, as now. Using (123) in (122;,
,we get
(125)
In
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because u - w =u.i:/i•. This expresses the complete wave, in
•cluding the head, which may, in fact, be the most important
part. The first term, which is the same as ½u/31, only exists
at the place w =0, that is, at z =vt, and its time integral is 1.
The rest expresses the tail, continuous and finite from the
origin to the wave front.
The meaning may be made plainer thus. Put on V0 steady
at the origin. The result is a finite wave of V, falling from
V0 at the origin to V0E - pt at the wave front, and then dropping
suddenly to zero. But if we let V0 remain on only the very
.short time T, and be followed by V0 =0, the effect is the same
as keeping on the steady V0, but followed by a second impressed
voltage - V0, starting at the moment t=T. The real V is
then the difference of the two waves, and consist::! of a head,
.of depth vT, at the wave front, consisting of the uncancelled
part of the first wave, and of a �ail, resulting from the differ
-ence of the two waves. Shortening t indefinitely, and
increasing V0 , we finally come to an impulsive impressed volt
age. It generates an impulsive pure electromagnetic wave,
in which V =LvC = oo , but with finite time totals, viz., the
same as the impulsive voltage at the origin, attenuated by
the factor E - pt expressing the effect of absorption in transit.
Behind this impulsive wave is the continuous tail. Both are
Tepresented in (125) and previous formula for V. The corres
@onding C formula is got by
1- a t 1a(l )P
-VEp = -- - - a 0,
(2/ue0)Lv0£pt = (2/ue0) 1+a
l+aa
w-1
w
(126)
=(a-1-2+a)P0
P_1+ P1-2P0•
l=2_
�
Using (123), this makes
LvC t
{w-1
2P •
--E = ½u -- + utP
(127)
=

P

eo

�

1

- }
0

-expressing the impulsive C at the wave front, and the eon-tinuous tail of C following it.
Without using the preliminary expansion in I functions,
,the same results come out of the operational solution (105).
'We have
(128)
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which makes, by (105),
VtPt
l -a
-- = ½<r--P0 = ½u(/3- a)P0 ,
2

(129),

a

e0

expressing the same as (125).
After this detailed notice of a simple impulse, the peculiari
ties connected with multiple impulses will be readily understood.
They are to be done in the same way as continuous functions,
only the terms which vanish in treating the latter must be
carefully retained. Thus,
2
(½ut)-2
(i2 )- p21 =
=I-2 -I2•
(130),

C

<T

by (63). If this is V0tPt (constant omitted), then
-2

VcPt = � P_2-

2

-2

-I

2

2= i
�P l �2 + �-; + u

ew

2•

P2.

(131)

This shows the multiple impulsive wave at the front, followed.
by the continuous tail.
Similarly,
=I-a +I_1 - I1 - I8 ;
(132),
(½<r)-ap81 =

�ttr

which, if representing V0tpt, p�oduces
t ·ilJ'l
w-l p
W
W
V€P = --P_s+-- -1-- p1--Ps
=

c

e�

l=!_
2

�

e_

us

3

0
<»
P
+�)+ � 8 + u � P1, (183)-

(� + �; +
the multiply impulsive wave at the front being shown in the
brackets.*
The next case is
t)-'
(_
½ u_
)
(134)
4 = (L, - I, + 2(I_ 2 -I2).

1-

* Since the terms in the brackets are of different orders of infinities w;
1
may apparently ignore all except the highest, and consider that w-..:J/�
t
P
represents the impulsive wave multiplied by , , It is, in fact, the im
pulse at the origin shifted in position. The other terms, however, are·
::ieeded in order that V,pt and L,·c,Pt may satisfy their mutual con
nections. Construct the waves U and ,v, for example, and see that
aU = W, and {3W = U. Similarly with the other impulses in the text which,
have more than one term in the expre�sion of the impulsive wave.
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After that we require a condensed notation. Say (n) stands
for I_,. -I,.. Then the expansions of (½<rt)-"/l -n are
n=5,
n=6,
n= 7,
n=8,

1(5)+3(3)+2 (1)
1(6)+4(4)+5(2)
l (7)+ 5(5) + 9(3)+5(1)
HS) +6(6) +1-1(4) +14(2)

&c. To develop these to VF!'t wave;;, substitute w_,. P_,JI.=.!!
- w"P,. I� for (n), and retain the terms \Vhich vanish when w
is finite, in order to represent the impulsive wave at the front.
Tendency of Distortion to vanish in rapid Fluctuations. Effect
· of increased Resistance in rounding off corners and
distorting.
§ 389. The object of using impulses, involving infinite
forces acting for infinitely small periods of time, is to be able
to represent with comparative simplicity effects which, con
sidered finitely, might be nearly the same in character,but vastly
more complicated in expression. Considered finitely, the effect
of a multiple impulse may be thus stated. Let us operate on
the beginning of a cable by an impressed voltage V0 • Let us first
send a single impulse. It generates an impulsive wave
followed by a tail. In time, as the head decreases according
to c pt, caused by absorption in transit, it is the tail that is
the significant phenomenon, the head having practically
vanished. But instead of a single impulse, send a multiple
one. Let V0 vary anyhow with extreme rapidity in the small
interval T, and then cease. The result is a nearly pure electro
magnetic wave of depth v-r, travelling at speed v, in which all
the variations in V0 are (nearly) faithfully copied, but
attenuated in transit according to E -pt_ At any distance,
therefore, if sufficiently sensitive means existed of registering
rapid variations of voltage or current, we could faithfully
receive the complicated " message " sent by V0 in its varia
tions, provided they were fast enough. As for the tail, that
would depend upon the time total of V0 principally, and might
therefore be serious. But if V0 consists of fluctuations
about zero, the _tail need not be of any importance compared
with the head, the different parts of the head producing
cancelling tails. Then we see that the message need not be a
,\ 4
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short multiple impulse, but may be continuous, and still
travel nearly without distortion. The important point here is
extreme rapidity of fluctuation. There is no distortion at the
very front, and little near the front of the continuous wave due
to V0 steady, so there is little distortion if we cut it short.
By sufficiently rapid fluctuations we use the heads and destroy
the tails. But the attenuator £ - pt is a serious factor in a long
cable. Self-induction is salvation.
The tendency for all fluctuations, if sufficiently rapid, to be
transmitted without distortion, naturally includes the simply
periodic train of waves. The variation of the attenuation
with the frequency tends to vanish, and likewise the variation
of phase; so that, as the frequency increases, the distortion
tends to vanish, provided we keep only to rapid fluctuations.
Say that V0 isf(t), then
V =f(t-x/v)cP"'",
(135)
which is exactly true in a distortionless circuit, all along the
wave from the origin to the wave front, may still be approxi
mately true in a circuit in which u is not zero, under the
circumstance3 stated as regards the variations of v0: And it
is to be borne in mind that (185) is always true, in the theory
propounded, at the wave front itself; i.e., at the place
momentarily fixed by x=vt, provided V0 commences at the
moment t=O, the value of V isf(O)E-Pt.
But there is a distinction to be drawn between the ideal
perfection of a theory and the reality of which it professes to
be an approximate representation, by the usual process of
ignoration. Theories generally fail in application when pushed
to extremes, owing to the ignored circumstances assuming
importance. It is always desirable to develop a theory exactly
when it can be done profitably (this has no reference to
professedly rigorous methods of working), in order to
know what to expect under given circumstances, without
confusion between an approximation to a definite theory,
and the approximation of that theory to the reality, which
is another matter. This has a distinct application here.
When the constants of a circuit are truly constant, as
imagined, the impression of VO steadily at the origin pro
duces a wave in which V falls from V0 at the origin to V0 c Pxfv
11,t the wave front (at distance x), and then drops abruptly
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to zero. It is this abruptness that is impossible in reality.
There are probably no real jumps like this in any physical
phenomenon of wave character, perhaps not even in the ether
itself. What we should expect is the rapid, but not ins'.an
taneous assumption of the full value, or of most of it, as the wave
front passes a place. This means the rounding off of the two
sharp corners in the abrupt jump. F�rst of all will come a slow
rise, then a very rapid one, nearly to full value; and, lastly, a
relatively slow assumption of the rest of the full value. The
theory of constancy of p and cr substitutes square corners for
rounded ones. To get the rounded curve we must enlarge the
theory, and allow for the variation of the constants of the
circuit. Now, K and S do not need to have any important
change made in their values at different frequencies, because
the conductivity involved in K is so small; but L has a
sensible variation, and R may have a large one, because the
conductivity involved in R is (relatively) so great. This is
important precisely in this question of the state of things at
the wave front. The resistance increases as we pass from the
origin to the wave front in the case of the continued wave due
to steady V0 , and may be largely increased at and near the
wave front. The reduction in L is relatively a small matter,
unless iron wires are in question. But they are no good. The
penetration of the wires by the magnetic force not being
instantaneous, and augmenting the resistance in the way
described, will have the effect of removing the abruptness at
the wave front. The imperfect penetration is a cause of such
a substantial character that other causes having a similar
effect need not be considered.
In the simply periodic case we can fully trace the effects of
increased R and reduced L, taking count of the wire and
external conducting boundary. As regards the state of things
tended to at a very high frequency, it is represented by equation
(135), but with a changed value of p, which increases with
the frequency, being the same as R/2L + K/2S. Consequently,
there is a cause of distortion left uncompensated, unless p
should tend to ultimate constancy. Now R, when calculated
by the magnetic theory, does not tend to constancy, since it
varies as the square root of the frequency. But it is not likely
to follow this law for ever. If we allow for the permittivity
AA2
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of the conductors it does not. It tends then to ultimate
constancy, after fil'st following the law just mentioned. The
frequency needed, however, is excessive, trillions per second,
or thereabouts, according to an old calculation of mine. This
does not necessarily put the question entirely on the shelf,
however, because in the production of a wave when V0 is dis
continuous, i.e., containing a jump, harmonic analysis involves
the consideration of infinite frequency ; corn.equently, by the
harmonic integrational method of calculation, we are bound
to take count of the extreme tendencies, so far as they can be
determined.
There is no end to elaborations when we introduce minor
effects, involving other considerations than the four constants
of a circuit, and their variation with the frequency. Keeping
to the latter entirely, it may be inquired whether it is feasible
to tackle the problem of finding the real shape of the V wave
due to V0 steady (.a fundamental case) as modified by imper
fect penetration. It is feasible, but very complicated. It is
far more difficult than the simply periodic case. It is true
that the expressions for the effective Rand L at a given fre
quency are very complicated themselves in that case. But
then the type of the formula for a train of waves remains the
same when R and L vary with the frequency as when they
are constants; and since .there is no necessity to write out
their full expressions in the wave formula, there is an effec
tive reduction to simplicity. But the case is different in
calculating a continued wave like V due to steady V0• The
harmonic integrational method is impracticable. In the
operational method, on the other band, we have V = cqxv0 ,
where q is (Y Z )½, and Y is K + Sp, whilst Z is R+ Lp in the
theory of this chapter. There is no need to_ alter Y, but for
Z we must use the full resistance operator of unit length of
the wires, derived from magnetic considerations, to allow for
imperfect penetration. It is a known function of p, and we
may either treat the wires as mere conductors, or allow for
their permittivity as well. Consequently V = cQx v0 becomes
a definite solution in operational form, and may be directly
algebrised by similar ways to those already employed in the
practical case of constancy of Rand L. But the work is so
complicated that I have not been ii.hie to bring it to a manage-
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ahle form, so I say nothing more about it now, but return to
the main question.
Wave Due to Impressed Voltage varying as £-pt t- 1.
§ 390. Let us now tackle the postponed case of V0£Pt varying
inversely as an integral power of the time. Say V0 £Pt:c t--1 , to
begin with. A difficulty arises at the very beginning. We
know already that when V0£Pt varies as pl, or t- 1/L.=.2_, it is
impul�irn, and generates an impulsive head wave followed by
a finite and continuous tail. Now t- 1 is an infinite multiple
of r 1/I -1. Therefore, if V0£Pt varies as t- 1, with a finite factor,
tile result must be V= ro from the origin up to the wave
front, and zero beyond. Put in this way, the problem is not
physically realisable.
Why is V infinite wherever it exists, however? The mere
fact that V0 is initially infinite does not account for it. At
the wave front, of course, V must be infinite, but this is not
necessarily of any importance, The practical value of an
infinity may be zero. The real reason whyVis infinite all along,
although V0 is only momentarily infinite, is that the momen
tary infiniteness is infinitely impulsive. That is, the time
integral of V0 from just before to just after t=O is infinite.
So there is generated an infinitely impulsive electromagnetic
wave as head, and the mere dregs of it make a tail of infinite
intensity.
We may notice here three kinds of infinity, of different
significance. If VO is always finite and varies in any way,
the V wave is always finite. But if VO contains momentary
infinities, so does the V wave at corresponding points travel
ling at speed 1J. Now if JV0dt is zero for the momentary
infinity, it has no importance. The infinity has nothing in it.
But if JV0dt is finite, it means a finite impulse, generating
a finite tail. Finally, if JV0dt is infinite, the impulsive wave
is infinite, and so is the tail. This will continue for ever, if
V0 is kept on, though finite save initially. To restore finiteness,
we may send an infinite negative impulse. It can never
catch up the first impulse, of course, so, between the two
impulses, V must be infinite, but it may be finite in the rear
of the second impulse, if of the right sort.
0
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There are also infinite impulses of higher orders, and
multiple, but one is enough now. In the case of V0 EP'oc t-1, to
have finite results we must cut off the first part of V0 • Say
by having V0EPt:r. (t+-r)-1, where -r is small and positive. The
wave is finite now. But a fresh formula will be wanted.
There is another way which is neater, and which allows us to
use the old formula. Cutting off the beginning is the same
as superposing the beginning infinite part negatively without
cutting off the beginning positively. In the limit this means
sending an infinite negative impulse initially to cancel the
infinite initial impulsiveness of t- 1• The result is finite now,
except at the head.
( lil6)

If

and the series on the right be difforentiated with respect to n,
the result is another wave solution having a different gene
rating V0 • Similarly, by further differentiations with respect
to n, we generate other solutions. These derived solutions
differ from the original, inasmuch as they are due to impressed
voltages which cannot be expanded in the form 2: A,.l,. (CTt),
but can in series involving I,. and its differential coefficients
with respect to n.
Thus, differentiate t"/ 1': with respect to n. The result is
-t" logt+ t"g'(n),
,n

(137)

if g(n) means the reciprocal of �, and g'(n) is its derivative.
When n is a negative integer g(n)=O, and g'(n) is finite.
Then (137) may be taken to represent a function which is
finite, and varies inversely as a negatively integral power of t,
together with an initial impulse. The function, for our pur
poses, only begins at t = 0. Say n = - 1, then we get
r-1

l=_1

logt+e-1•

(138)

The initial impulse is infinite, and negative, so it may destroy
the infiniteness of the wave generated by t-1 alone. It does
so, as wa may see by developing the wave.
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1:jse formula (63), or
n+ l
( 1 o-t)"
�=
(n+4)ln+4 - .••. - ( 139)
I,. - (n+2)1n+2+
72
1.1!:
�
Differentiate ton, and then put n= -1. We get
X + (io-t)-1 = l'----1 - l'i -l1 + !Ia - fl,+ /_1 7 - ... , (140)
where X is the initial auxiliary impulse given by
-1
X =(½o-t) log (½o-t),
(141)

l-=--!

and the accent means differentiation to n. Thus, 1'_1 means
dl.Jdn, with n= -1 after the differentiation.
Consequently, if the left side of (140) represents V0£Pt, the
wave it generates is

)

,1 (w"
w» +z
V£"t = P ---Pn+2
dn � " �2
-WP1

(n--ll

3 u?
5 uf'
7 w7
+--1'.- -- P-+--P 7 - ... ,
2@

6L�·

122

"

(142)

by generalising the I functions in (140) in the usual
way.
Like (139), the derived equation (140) must express an
absolute identity. The terms on the left side must be
repeated on the right side, and the rest on the right side
must come to O, like life. To verify this, differentiate
I,. to n. Thus,
I' ,.= I,. log ½o-t+(½o-t)"g'(n) + (20-t)" +2 g'(n

)
] ... , (143)
i. +

from which

l'_1 = Li log ½o-t + (!o-t)-1 + (½o-t)...,,;io) + (½o-t)3 g'�)+ ... (144)
l-=.
�
2)
3
5
'
1'1 = 11 log ½o-t + io-tg'(l) + (½o-t) g;� + (!o-t) g [) + .... (145)

Taking the difference, we obtain
I,-1

-

5
3
1 (½o-t) + l· (.\- o-t)- + .. · • (146)
I' 1 = X + (12<Tt)-1+(l2<Tt)+ -z-l!_l:_
�@_
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Comparing with (140) we see that
J..2a-t + ..1.2 (!a-t)-a +-3--i qa-t)5 + "' - I1 - 2:ir 'l + 65J 5 -

�e ':�

"' '

(147)

Here we have an identity of the original kind, a power series
expanded in I functions. Its truth may be now verified by
the same formula (63) from which we started, or, more easily,
by (68).
But (147) by itself is of no use. The terms omitted from
(140) are vital in the electromagnetic wave problem we started
with. Equation (147) may, of course, be generalised to a
wave, if the left side be taken to represent V0EPt ; but that is
another question. It is (142) that is the generalisation of
(140), and requires development. The differentiated part is

+

u3 ll·2 ,

�

,
1 '('J
!J(2)+ ... -wy(
l)-uwy �)-

e_

1i1·iv

8

,

)

9(3 - ... , (148)

so the full wave is
t
1
1 !TX
vl
- = w-logw+-- +-P1 logw
I

l::_1

W

u2 w

V

u"w2

+ug'(0) +- -g'(l) +-!f'(2) + ..•
�
�
2 8

-ir!f'(l)-mc2y'(2) -u w g'(3)-...
�

This is complete, and is finite everywhere save at the wave
front. As regards the values of g'(n), they are
g'(O) =y= ·5772,

g'(l) =y-1,

g'(2) = Y - l - ½,

g'(11)=y-l-½_=t::-: __::·-n-1,

e

[2

-

(150)
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when n is a positive integer. Also, on the negative side, it is
easier still, ·thus,
,/(-1)=1,

g'(-2)= -/_!__, g'l-3)=+2,
g'( -n) = (- l)'H(n-1.

g'(-4)= -�,
(151)

Xot being able to do everything at once, I must defer the
proof of these side results. They may be foand in treatises,
truly, but the treatment of the subject in high mathematical
works is not of a nature to encourage physical students.
What is necessary for physical purposes can be more simply
given. Taking the constants for granted at present, we may
collect terms involving y, and produce
VcP'

1

- = w- logw+-1 +rrx
-P i {:,)(log w + 1)
W
V
e
5 u· 5
311·3
- wP 1 + - - P - - - P5 + • • •
6
2
6�

L!

e

'
u4 n·
u u·
1c 1c
-- - -(1+!-)- f,IT-/1+¼+½)- ...
2

��

3

@�

1m·2

t� 3

2

�

1t2 1c3

+w+-(1+½)+-(1+!-+¼)+....

l!.e

t: �

-

(152)

I have given a good deal of detail in this case, in order to show
explicitly how the cases n = -2, - 3, &c., may be similarly fully
developed. Particular attention must be paid to the impulsive
terms if real electromagnetic ·waves are wanted, otherwise the
mathematics is useless. Nothing would be more natural at
first than to omit the impulsive term from both sides of the
equation, and so have apparently a finite wave (except at the
front) arising from V0cPt varying as t- 1• All conditions would
seem to be satisfied, including an apparently identical expan
sion of t- 1 in I and I' functions ; but the initial momentary
failure of this expansion would be fatal to the electromagnetic
vitality.
Wave Due to V0 varying as £-ptJog t.
� 391. Another case of "transcendental" character occurs
when the impressed voltage Yaries as cP'Iog t. The logarithm
of t cannot bo expanded in a convergent power series, and
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therefore also not in a series of I functions. But log t is the
value of the differential coefficient oft" with respec't ton when
n=0. So if V0EPt= e log ½crt, the wave generated is
VEPt=

��f �(�P,. - n+{!_2 Wn++22Pn+2+

dn I.

ll_!

;�

···)}cn=O)

(153)

where n is to be put =0 after the differentiation. Now
develop, using the values of g'(n) already given, and we shall
come to a numerically calculable formula.
Or thus. By (137),
d t"
(154)
when n=O,
--=logt+y,
dn!n
from which we see that log t+y is expansible in I and I'
functions. But y is a constant, and expansible in I functions
itself. So we get an expansion of logt in I and I' functions,
which can be generalised to make an electromagnetic wave.
The fundamental expansion is
log� <Tt = - y(l0 - 212+211 - 216+ ... )
+(I'0 - 21\ + 21' 21'6+... )
20
94
5
-12+-11 --16 +-18 - ••• ,
j -

�

l3

�

(155)

where the coefficient of -y is equivalent to 1. If then, we
have V0EPt =elog½crt, where e is constant, the wave generated is

w"
' w'
(- P,.) =-P,Jogw

l!:._

I!:

u 2 1c2
, '(n) 11n·
+ w" {.!_ -+ 1/(n +1) +--1/(11
� . +2) + ... } . (157)

�

It'
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Consequently (156) becomes
V£Pt

{

w2

w'

--= (log tr -y) P0 - 2-P 2 +2-P4 �
�
�
{102

- j2P 2

...

}

- L!(! P,+ l3 -� PG-···
5w4

20 1r6

}

+ [!f'(O) + uwg(l)!/(1) + u2w2g(2)g'(2) + ...J
- 2,c2 [y'(2) + u1rg(l)g'(3) + u2 w2g(2)g'(4) + ...]
+2w4[g'(4) + uwg(l)g'(5) +u2w2g(2)g'(6) + ... ] - &c.,

(158)
in which everything is known.
It is to be observed that there is nothing impulsive about the
logarithm oft. Its initial momentary time integral is zero, so
no impulsive terms occur in the wave, although the value of
V at the wave front is infinite.
Also observe that by differentiating the V wave with respect
to t we can obtain the wave due to the impressed voltage
similarly differentiated. At first sight this looks as though a
finite wave arose when V0(Pt varied as t-1, sinceplogt=r-1 by
the differential calculus. But that is not true here. The
function log½CT t is zero before and existent after t= 0. So
p(log½<Tt. 1) =log½<Tt. pl+e-1 •

(159)

This is the true differential coefficient, since it includes the
initial impulse. Therefore we shall by time differentiation be
led to the wave generatM by V0(Pt varying as t-1 and the initial
impulse.
Effect of a Terminal Resistance as expected in 1887 and as
found in 1896.
§ 392. Now for a little change, to break the monotony inse
parably connected with regular developments. It is grievous
that they should be so dry, but it is necessary for some one to
do the work ; though, of course, there are cynics who may
say they do not see the necessity ; and, in fact, it is easy to
become cynical oneself after, say, an attack of influenza, which
is a demoralising disease, itself unnecessary without question.
We need not depart far from the preceding environment to
obtain the change of air and scene desirable for reinvigoration.
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Leaving the subject of the development and progress of waves,
let us consider in some degree what happens to them when
they arrive at the end of the guiding circuit. The proper
treatment will differ materially according as the waves are long
or short. If they are really long without question, as in tele
graphic and telephonic _applications, and further still, we may
sum up the action of terminal " apparatus " in the form of a
terminal condition, say, V = ZC, about which a good deal
was said in the last chapter on diffusion. Tbe treatment is
quite similar when self-induction and leakage are iucluded,
with extended meanings of the symbols and operations. But
we need not go into that now, except to remark that long
waves are essential, because such an equation as V = ZC, when
constructed in the usual way to represent the action of a set
of condensers, resistances and inductive coils, only does so on
the hypothesis of instantaneous action and reaction between
the different parts of the apparatus.
But it may well happen that this procedure is insufficient.
It must certainly become insufficient when the waves are
shortened sufficiently. As an extreme case we may imagine
the wave length to be only a fractional part of the size of
the apparatus, when clearly there is no opportunity for any
thing like an equilibrium theory (in a certain sense) to be
established by mutual actions, which are really the resultant
of waves transmitted to and fro at finite speed between all
parts of the apparatus. A resultant terminal condition of the
form V = ZO is still obtainable; but the form of Z will be
quite different, and much more complicated.
Take the very simplest case of all for initial illustration.
I showed in 1887 that electromagnetic waves sent along
a circuit were under certain circumstances completely
absorbed by a terminal resistance. If the circuit is dis
tortionless, and the amount of the terminal resistanc&
is Lv, where L is the inductance per unit length of
the circuit and v the speed of light, then the absorp
tion is complete, or there is no terminal reflection. Th&
reason is very simple. The relation between V and C ir.
the circuit in a wave of any sort going in the positive direc
tion is V = Li-C. The relation at the terminal is V = RC, if
R is the terminal resistance. So, if R and Lv are equal, th&
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resistance behaves to the circuit itself in the same way as a
continuation of the circuit-that is, there is no back effect at
all. The same thing may be approximately true when the
circuit is not distortionless, since distortion takes time, and
is cumulative. With very high frequency, for instance, the
reflection may be nearly destroyed.
But although in the truly distortionless circuit itself thf
consideration of the frequency is unnecessary, this is not
altogether true as regards the terminal resistance, for the
reason given above. The waves must evidently be rather
long waves as regards the terminal resistance. If they are
shortened sufficiently, it is clear that the kind of terminal
resistance requires consideration. There will be a different
theory for every different arrangement of resistance, even
though in the long-wave theory they would be all alike
viz., V = RC, where R is a constant. In another form, R
requires to be generalised to a Z of complicated {ltructure in
order to represent the course of events. Similar remarks
must apply to the numerous experiments with waves along
wires after Hertz and Lodge, when terminal effects are in
question. It is difficult to make more than a rough guess as
to how short waves may be allowed to be before an assumed
mere terminal resistance needs to be studied in detail as
regards its reaction upon arriving disturbances.
It is very interesting, however, to observe that the experi
ments of Dr. E. H. Barton and Mr. G. B. Bryan (Phil. J.lag.,
January, 1897) with waves 8½ metres long, on a circuit of a pair
of parallel copper wires 1 ·5 mm. in diameter and 8 cm. apart
(length of line 116 m.), showed that a fair approximation to
complete extinction of the reflected waves could be obtained.
A small coil wound non-inductively was unsatisfactory by
failure of insulation, and its use was abandoned. It is ques
Gionable whether it would behave like a mere resistance apart
from the question of insulation. But when the terminal resist
ance was constructed by pencil markings on glass, the results
v.-ere satisfactory. A terminal resistance of 261 ohms pro
.luced iarge reflection of one kind. Another of 1,336 to 1,355
ohms produced still larger reflection of a different kind. But
a resistance of intermediate vaiue, of 549 to 560 ohms, about
the value of Ll', produced a quite small reflection in com
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parison with either. At the same time there was far from per
fect extinction of the reflected waves, though quite as much,
if not more, than I could have ventured to expect with cer
tainty. The waves of 8½ metres are certainly fairly long as
regards the transverse dimensions of the line itself; and the
experiments show that they are also fairly long, though pro
bably not to the same degree, as regards the particular sort of
terminal resistance concerned, viz., pencil markings, forming
an extremely thin sheet. The area covered is not stated, but
it could not have been large.
Having a sort of kindly paternal interest in Dr. Barton's
experiments, or at any rate in the results expected and obtained,
I have sought for and found the exact solution of a case of waves
along a straight wire circuit terminated by a resistance. It
casts some light on the subject, and is fortunately of a kind
admitting of easy description. In the first place it should be
remembered that in order that the V and C theory of waves
along wires may be an exact theory in plane waves, we have
to regard the wires as mere guides, and distribute their
resistance uniformly in the ether outside them, not as elec
trical resistivity, however� but as magnetic conductivity, as I
have explained in Chapter IV., Vol. I. Having got truly
plane waves in this manner, if there are any intermediate or
terminal influences, they too must be transferred to planes at
the proper places, so as to act evenly on the plane waves.
For instance, an intermediate conducting bridge across the
practical circuit must be transformed to an infinitely extended
and infinitely thin plane sheet of uniform conductance, its
effective conductance from wire to wire being made equal to
Similarly a terminal wire
that of the practical bridge.
bridge must be replaced by a transverse plane sheet of the
same effective conductance.
Now, in the case of an intermediate bridge, the reflection
coefficient, or ratio of the reflected V2 to an incident dis
turbance V1, is
(1)
See '' Electrical Papers," Vol. II., p. 142, for the first form, in
which R is written here for the bridge resistance, The second
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form occurs in the true plane wave theory, L becoming p., and
R becoming r, which is the resistance of unit area of the bridge
sheet. In the second form we consider a tube of energy flux
of unit cross-section. We cannot make V2 vanish except by
R = CD or 1·= CD. This is equivalent to no bridge. The wave
goes right through.
Now, it is vital to the success of formula (1) that the bridge
should be really intermediate-i.e., the main circuit must be
continued, however short a distance, on the other side of the
bridge. The formula does not fully apply at a real terminal,
when there is mere ether on the other side of the plane bridge
resistance, because the transmitted wave cannot go on entirely
as a plane wave when it has lost its linear guide. We must
consider the change of type that occurs. It does not look
probable that a cancellation of the reflected wave is even pos
sible. I shall, however, show that, with a certain value of r,
there is a complete annihilation of the reflected wave'along the
wire itself. The reflected wave rw1s along the plane instead,
and is virtually lost from the wire.
Rell.ection at the Free Ends of a Wire. A Series of Spherical
Waves.
§ 393. In the first volume of this work, § 53 to 61, I have de
scribed several cases in which the simplest kind of spherical elec
tromagnetic wave, published by me in 1888 (" Elec. Papers,"
Vol. IL, p. 403), occurs in an instructive manner. For instance,
the sudden stoppage of a charge moving in a straight line at
the speed of light, accompanied by a plane electromagnetic
wave, generates an expanding spherical wave joined on to the
plane wave. It is with this sod of phenomena that we are
concerned when reflection occurs at the free end of a wire.
In fact, it is easy to see that there must be something of the
kind, because the electrificaition is transferred along a wire at
the speed of light, and is then suddenly stopped and sent back
when it comes to a free end. As regards the wire itself, it
may be regarded as a cone of infinitely small angle, and is
therefore included in the investigations just referred to. An
easy modification enables us to include the effect produced by
a transverse terminal resisting plane plate.
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Let there be a fine straight wire of no resistance. To gene
rate a spherical wave upon it, it is merely necessary to produce
a voltaic (or electromotive) impulse in the wire at any point,
say A. If the impulse acts from left to right, then the state
of things at time t later is a positive charge at B and an equal
negative charge at 0, the poles of a spherical surface of radius
i·t=AB=AC. The displacement is joined from B to C in the
simplest way possible in the sheet. By symmetry, no other
way is possible than by following the lines oflongitude evenly.
The arrow-heads show this symbolically. In the sheet of dis
placement put magnetic induction following the lines of latitude,
and the complete wave is represented ; E = ,.,,vH, or D = rl'B,
is the relation between the intensities of E and H or the
densities of D and B.

-

i
D

--B�B

J

Now, let a be the free end of the wire. Then, a little while
after the wave reaches the free end, the state of things is
represented by the two spherical waves FDG and DE. The
first is nothing more than the expanded original wave (a por
tion only, in the diagram), with its core removed. The elec
trification, on arriving at the end a, at once reversed its
motion. It has gone back to E. The displacement in the
original· spherical wave is joined on to the charge at E by the
secondary wave. That is, the displacement goes along the
small spherical surface from E to D, and then diverges into
the big one. The magnetic induction must be put in as before,
taking care to have its. direction right. It is up through the
paper at the top in the big wave, but down in the small one.
The flux of energy VEH settles the direction of H.
If, instead of an impulsive wave, we generate one of finite
but not great depth, the superposition in the neighbourhood of D
of the original and secondary waves has the result of practi-
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cally cancelling the sharp corner at D. The displacement
<loes not go as far as D, save insensibly, but bends round in
curves from one sphere into the other at a little distance from
D. The deeper the original wave, the further off does the
bending occur. Too many diagrams would be needed to show
the various cases, but there is no difficulty in the general idea.
Keeping to the unaltered diagram, the further course of
events is g9t by expanding the spheres centred at A and a.
If the wire is infinitely long on the left side, nothing more
happens. But if it is of finite length, then a third spherical
wave is generated directly the negative charge (at C in the
first case illustrated) reaches it. A fourth spherical wave will
be generated when the positive charge (at E in the second
case illustrated) reaches the left end of the wire. Two more
waYes are generated by the reflection of the last two at the
right end of the wire; and s0 on. It will be seen that any
schoolboy, with a pair of compasses, can follow up the subse
quent history to any extent. (In fact, there seems no reason
why instruction in electromagnetic waves should not LJcome
an elementary subject in the "Board" schools, as they are
absurdly called.)

This diagram,for instance, shows the state of things due to
an impulsive voltage at A, in the middle of the wire ba, a
little while after the first wave (the big one) reached the ends.
The arrow-heads show the course of the displacement at the
moment in question. It is unnecessary to multiply diagrams
of this sort.
Reflection at the End of a Circuit terminated by a Plane
Resisting Sheet.
§ 394. So far there has been nothing that is not virtually
included in the previous work referred to above. It is, how
BB
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ever, necessary for preliminary purposes to make the following
relating to a terminal resistance easier to understand. Put a
uniformly resisting plane sheet at the end of the wire, and let
it be struck flush by an incident plane sheet wave. If the
source was, as before, at a point, that point should be a long
way from the end of the wire.
In the diagram, ba is the wire terminating at a, at right
angles to which is the resisting plane sheet. �wo parallel
planes are also represented. The one on the right is the
transmitted plane wave sheet (or part of very large spherical
wave); that on the left is the reflected plane wave sheet, at
the moment of time when the charge has gone back on the
wire to the point marked +. These two sheets of displace
ments are joined together by a spherical sheet, and the arrow/"'.
'

·11SE.
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b
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heads show the course of the displacement. It is inward tc
the wire in the left plane sheet, then along the lines of longi
tude of the sphere to the right plane sheet. The resisting
plane is positively electrified on the right side, and negatively
on the left side. That is, there are really two hemispherical
waves. The plane sheets separate, one at speed v to the right,
the other similarly to the left, whilst the connecting spherical
sheet expands so as to keep up with them. It only remains to
specify the intensities in different parts.
If s is the transmission coefficient at the resisting plane,
that is, the ratio V3/V1 or E3/E 1 of the electric force E 3 trans
mitted to that incident, then we have
E
2r
3
-=S=---,
(2)
�r+p,v
E1
if r is, as before, the resistance of unit area of the plane.
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The size of s is anything between O and 1, being O when the
plane is a perfect conductor, and 1 when it is of zero con
ductance. If, then, E and H are the intensities of electric
and magnetic force in an incident very thin electromagnetic
sheet, sE and sH are the values in the transmitted sheet on the
right, and (s-1) E and (1- s) Hara the values in the reflected
sheet. Observe that H is reflected positively, and there is
persistence of the total induction. On the other hand, E is
reflected negatively, and there is loss of displacement. If q
is the charge in the initial incident wave, the charge reflected
is the sum of the displacements leaving the wire for the
spherical and plane waves at the point +, that is,
i,.

2r- JJ,V
sq+(s-l)q=(2s-1)q=--q.
. 2r+p.v

(3 )

The displacement in the right plane wave is continuous with
that in the spherical wave. So sq is the total charge on the
right side of the resisting plane (in the complete ring), and
- sq is the total on the left side.
If the initial wave is not impulsive, but is of finite depth,
then the displacement in the plane wave on the left will turn
round into the spherical wave without going right up to the
wire, save insensibly. Similarly on the right side. But there
is not usually continuity on the left side, on account of the
charge on the wire. It may be positive or negative. When
2r=p.v, there is complete annihilation of the reflected charge.
Then s = ½, the two plane waves are alike ( except as regards
the directions of the displacement and motion), and there is
perfect continuity at the point +. Practically, then, with a
sheet of finite depth, the displacement runs away from the
wire altogether on the left side, as well as on the right, for the
sphere expands, and its practical junction with the left plane
wave moves away from the wire. That is, the complicated
wave is lost altogether, so far as the wire is concerned.
Instead of r= µv (or R =Lv), which is the condition of com
plete absorption by a terminal resistance in the long wave
theory applied to a condensed resistance, we find that the
condition of no reflection along the wire is r= ½p.v, when the
terminal resistance is spread over the complete plane wave.
In the former case all the. energy is wasted in the terminal
BB2
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resistance. In the present case, only one half is thus wasted,
and this occurs in the act of transmission through the plate.
The other half is wasted in another way. It remains (in our
somewhat ideal state of things) in the spherical and two
plane waves.
Practically, then, from the above considerations, we should
expect the value of the terminal resistance which annulled the
reflection most completely to lie between Lv and ½Lv, accord
ing to its arrangement, these being the extreme values.
But with a pair of wires terminating upon the transverse
resisting terminal plane, the process of development of the
reflected wave is more complicated. Just at the beginning, it
is true, the process is similar, but duplicated, as shown in the
next diagram. A spherical wave of the above kind is gene
rated at each wire terminal. The course of the displacement
is fully shown by the arrow-heads; assuming that there is a

positive reflected charge on the lower and a negative on the
upper wire. But this state of things only lasts until the
spherical waves reach the opposite wires. A fresh kind of dis
turbance then begins by reflection from the wires themselves.
It is, of course, not so important as the spherical and plane
waves. These disturbances, originating on the wires, lead to
an infinite series of minor disturqances, because any disturb
ance from one wire comes into collision with the other.
Whether the resultant of this complicated process of terminal
reflection can be a fully effective and complete annihilation of
the reflection along the wires at a distance from the ends, I
am not prepared to say. There is nothing peculiar to electro
magnetics in complications of this kind, It is the same in all
mechanics when we go into detail.
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Long Wave Formulre for Terminal Rellection.
§ 395. The only way to make a plane or spherical wave
run clean off the end of a wire without alteration appears to
be to carry forward the charge. For instance, when a thin
plane sheet of displacement reaches the end, let the particle it
is then centred upon be dislodged, and carried forward at the
speed of light. Then it will keep up with the plane wave, and
no auxiliary spherical wave will be generated. Similarly, the
plane wave with carried core can be slipped on to another wire
without disturbance, by simply letting its core impinge on the
free end. The wire will then serve as guide.
In the Hertz-Lodge experiments the reflection at the trans
mitting end is a much more difficult matter, and can scarcely
be attacked at all in detail. But if the waves can be really
treated as long waves, then the regular procedure for long
waves may be applied, at least to some extent. Say, the
terminal arrangement is a condenser and induction coil.
Wire.

cl�

D

·"

----,-w'"";�,e-.�--il �
Cond.

Then the resistance operator of the arrangement is
2p2
.
=_!___ + (R2 +L2 P) - il
Z=Y
R1+Li,P
C S0 p

(4)

If the gap is short-circuited, we have only the condenser term,
or Z = (S0p)-1, where S0 is the effective permittance of the two
condensers. This first term in Z should be generalised to
(S0p)-1+r+lp, to allow for the resistance and inductance of
the part between the condensers and the gap. H the gap is
open and non-conductive, but the primary is not closed, then
use the second part as well, I¼+ ¼P being the resistance
operator of the secondary. If, in addition, the primary is
closed, add on the third part, involving M, the mutual induct
ance, and R1 + LiP the resistance operator of the primary
coil by itself. If the gap is conductive to a definite amount,
then ib acts as a shunt to the induction coil. Say its resist-
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ance is r, then (r1 + s- 1)-1 is the resistance operator to be
added to that of the condenser, s being what is added in equa
tion (4). This r may be generalised to (r1 + s0p)-1, if the gap
be regarded as a condenser of permittance s0 and resistance r.
All cases of this kind can be readily developed to show the
re.fleeted wave train in the case of simply periodic waves. The
reflection coefficient for V is
R-Li,
p=---,
R+Lv

or

(5)

the first being with a terminal resistance R, the second with
R turned to Z, the resistance operator of the terminal arrange
ment, whatever it may be; for instance, the Z in equation (4).
V1 is an incident, and V2 the corresponding reflected disturbance
(transverse voltage). We have
and

Vi - V2
C1+ C2 = C =�
,

(6)

if V and C are the actual (resultant) voltage and current.
These equations give complete information.
Thus, let the incident disturbance be V1= constant, begin
ning when t = 0, and let the gap be short-circuited. Then,
considering only the big condensers,
V2= (Sop)-1- Lv 1-2€ -t/SoLv
=
'
V1 (S0p)- 1 + Lv
and

V=

L
2Vl
2V1 (l - £-t/.So),
1 + S0Lvp

(7)
(8)

.e., V rises from O to 2V1, not instantly, but very quickly.

In the simply periodic case, the reflected disturbance in
terms of the incident is got by putting p =ni, where 11 =21r x
frequency; thus
2
v
V 2= 1- SopLvvl = (1- S2opLv)
1+ Sa n2L l' 1
1+ S 0pLv
2 2

- a2 2 2n2) - 0Lvp
=(1 S L v 2 2 2S
V,
1+ Sa L c n2
2

showing the relation of V2 to \\ explicitly.

(9)
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As regards the resultant V at the terminal, that is much
simpler. Thus
V

=

2V1

1 + S0Li-p

explicitly. In general
V=

= 2(1- S0Lvp)V1
1 + (S0Lrn) 2

2Vl

1 +LvZ-1

(10)

1

•

(11)

The other cases can be done in the same way; but I fear
that the inclusion of the induction coil and shunt at the gap
will lead to results of very questionable validity when the
short waves usual in this kind of experiment are employe d,
i.e., only a few metres long.
Reflection of Long Waves in General.
§ 396. Passing now to long-wave reflection, without limi
tation to approximately distortionless transmission on the line
itself, it is to be remarked that there are a few simple cases
where we can develop the complete solutions out of the initial
wave generated, without further investigation. This occurs
when the reflection of an impulse at a terminal is also impul
sive. Then an incident wave of any sort generates a. reflected
wave of the same type. But in general we must allow for a
change of type. This may be done by means of the reflection
coefficients, say, p0 and p1 , at x = 0 and l respectively.
Thus, let V1 , V 2 be corresponding elements in an incident
and the reflected wave at the terminal x=l. Then
V
- 1 -V 2
Cl +c2 -C

Z

_ V 1 +V2
---,

Z1

(1)

if V and C are the resultant voltage and current at the ter
minal. Z is the resistance operator of the line when infinitely
long, and Z 1 that of the terminal arrangement. So
(2)

are the reflection coefficients for the voltage. Knowing V 1,
the structure of p1 or p0 enables us to find V2• All the suc
cessive waves are therefore developable.

